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Abstract
The next-generation of wireless networks is required to support a myriad of new demands,
including higher data rate, lower latency, greater system capacity, massive connectivity, as
well as increased power efficiency. Among various technologies, spatial modulation (SM)
and non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) have been proposed as promising technolo-
gies that can achieve high spectral and energy efficiency. Furthermore, utilizing cognitive
radio (CR) systems and millimeter-wave (mmWave) bandwidth have been offered as novel
solutions to the spectrum scarcity problem. Interestingly, SM, NOMA, CR, and mmWave
can be integrated together to fulfill some of the upcoming generation’s wireless network re-
quirements. Being able to design of reliable transceivers that can meet these requirements
is of great interest in the electronics and communications communities. Direct-conversion
transceivers are built with the objective of directly up-converting the baseband signal to
radio frequency (RF) at the transmitter and directly down-converting the received signal
at the receiver. This characteristic makes it a promising transceiver architecture due to its
small size, low cost, and more efficient energy consumption. While these advantages are very
favourable, the direct-conversion transceivers are susceptible to some hardware impairments
(HWIs) which limits the communication system performance. In-phase/quadrature-phase
(I/Q) imbalance represents one of the most critical direct-conversion transceivers HWIs.
This thesis studies the effects of I/Q imbalance and improper Gaussian noise (IGN) on
the performance of modern communication system techniques. Different receiver designs
are proposed to optimize the system bit error rate (BER) when the transmitter and receiver
operate under the effects of the I/Q imbalance in the presence of IGN at the receiver. More
specifically, underlay CR secondary, quadrature spatial modulation (QSM), space shift
keying (SSK), and two user NOMA receivers are studied and analyzed. Closed forms of
average pairwise error probability (APEP) and upper bound of the average BER formulas
are derived for all receivers. These formulas are derived considering the Beckmann fading
channel model, where most of the well-known fading channel models can be considered as
special cases. The proposed designs show solid performance against I/Q imbalance effects.
In fact, these effects can be totally mitigated if they exist at the receiver and can be
v
significantly reduced if they are at the transmitter. All analytical results are verified by
computer simulations.
This thesis affords important results for the building of future wireless receivers. In
particular, it can be used for developing digital signal processing (DSP) chips to mitigate
the I/Q effects and properly treat the IGN at the receiver. Conclusively, this thesis and
the related publications can be extended to design receivers that can mitigate the effects of
HWIs on new promising technology. For example, the impact of HWIs on cell-free massive
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1.1 Background and Motivation
Due to the rapid increase of mobile devices and the ever-growing range of applications in
the Internet of things (IoT), the next-generation wireless technologies must support higher
data rate, lower latency, greater system capacity, massive connectivity, as well as increased
power-consumption efficiency. In fact, a huge increase in the data traffic is expected to
be seen in the next years, which might overcrowd the limited available spectrum and
substantially increase power consumption [1–3]. In order to meet these requirements, more
advanced communication technologies need to be developed and integrated to maximize
the achievable throughput and reduce the deployment cost.
Among various technologies, spatial modulation (SM) and non-orthogonal multiple ac-
cess (NOMA) have been proposed as prospective technologies to achieve high spectral and
energy efficiency. On the other hand, exploiting the millimeter-wave (mmWave) bandwidth
and using the cognitive radio (CR) networks have been introduced as strategies to confront
the spectrum scarcity problem. Interestingly, SM , NOMA, mmWave and CR can be inte-
grated together to further increase the data rate, support the massive connectivity, achieve
lower latency communication and obtain the maximum benefit of the available spectrum.
The advantages of SM include giving higher energy efficiency, requiring lower receiver
complexity, having free inter-channel interference (ICI). Furthermore, it does not need
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inter-antenna synchronization and it also compatible with multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) techniques. On the other hand, most SM research assumes a two users scenario
while current multi-user SM receivers suffer from inter-user interference [4]. In this context,
NOMA can be used to serve a large number of users at different power levels simultaneously
using the same channel resources [5, 6]. These resources can be multiplexed in the power
domain via superposition coding at the transmitter. At the receiver, one of the multi-user
detection techniques, such as successive interference cancellation (SIC), can be exploited
to cancel the inter-user interference.
mmWave has a widely available spectrum bandwidth in the range 30-300 GHz. Proper
use for this bandwidth can support a substantial increase in the data traffic in a cost-
efficient manner compared with the expensive and exhausted radio resources in traditional
frequency bands (below 6 GHz) [7,8]. However, communications in short wavelength bands
experience high propagation loss. To overcome this stumbling block, directional beamform-
ing using a large number of antennas can be used to compensate for this loss. Fortunately,
the significant reduction in the wavelength of mmWave band can easily support the massive
MIMO technology, which is considered as a basic technology for the next-generation wireless
communication systems. While the conventional mmWave MIMO system has some prac-
tical limitations, using the mmWave SM MIMO can overcome them [9]. Different works in
the literature have considered the integration of mmWave in NOMA. mmWave NOMA not
only increases the NOMA beam gain, but also covers multiple NOMA users [10,11]. More-
over, the work in [12] studied the integration of mmWave NOMA with MIMO technique,
further achieving better performance in terms of spectrum and energy efficiency.
Hardware impairments (HWIs), such as in-phase and in-phase/quadrature-phase (I/Q)
imbalance in the radio frequency (RF) front-end, imperfect manufacturing of the high-
power amplifier, and the non-linearity of the low noise amplifier can dramatically degrade
the communication system’s performance [13,14]. Although all HWIs can degrade the sys-
tem performance, I/Q imbalance represents one of the most significant sources of analog
impairments in high-speed wireless communication systems [15]. Specifically, this degrada-
tion in performance is due to the insufficient rejection of the image frequency band [16,17].
Moreover, taking into account the effects of I/Q imbalance is not only important in the de-
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sign of the transceiver, but also in choosing coding techniques and in resource management
of radio communication systems [18]. Furthermore, HWIs have a negative impact on the
system secrecy [19]. It has also been reported that I/Q imbalance effects are more severe
at higher carrier frequencies such as millimeter-wave bands [20], which is expected to play
a major role in 5G and beyond communication systems. [2].
Three main reasons make the effects of I/Q imbalance critical for the next-generation
communication systems. First, the I/Q imbalance effects become harsher with larger sig-
nal constellations since the probability of incorrect detection increases when the distances
between the constellations becomes smaller. This is not very compatible with the next-
generation requirements, where more dense constellations are required to obtain higher data
rates. For example, IEEE 802.11ax pushes constellation density by adding 1024-QAM to
support more efficient communications [21]. Second, fifth generation (5G) and IoT require
a massive number of connected devices. This can be supported by manufacturing low-cost
transceivers which are expected to come with poor quality [22,23]. Third, new technologies
such as mmWave might not always able to meet the standard requirements for acceptable
levels of I/Q imbalance.
3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) long-term evolution (LTE)/LTE-advanced
constrains the minimum level of the image rejection ratio (IRR) to 25 dB [24]. It was
reported in many works such as in [25,26] that the IRR values do not meet the requirements
of the standards. For example, in [26], IRR operation was measured to be around 13 and
22.5 dB for the operational frequencies of 57.5 and 64 GHz respectively. These three
points together produce a future where a massive number of connected devices can use
higher order signal constellations and depend on the mmWave range, calling to attention
the importance of designing receivers which can mitigate the effects of I/Q imbalance
for the next-generation wireless communication systems. In the meanwhile, modeling the
effects of HWIs, including the I/Q imbalance as a zero-mean circularly-symmetric complex
Gaussian random variable (RV) fails to reflect its asymmetric characteristics. Therefore, it
is necessary to consider the effects of HWIs as improper RV to capture their characteristics
[27].
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The severe impact of HWIs and the shortcomings in the existing literature motivated
us to pursue the following objectives:
• Study the effects of I/Q imbalance and improper Gaussian noise (IGN) on modern
wireless communication technologies (SM, CR and NOMA).
• Investigate the joint effects of I/Q imbalance and IGN with other practical conditions,
such as imperfect channel state information (CSI) and SIC.
• Design appropriate receivers that can mitigate the effects of I/Q imbalance and prop-
erly treat the IGN. The obtained optimum receivers can be used a benchmark for
other sub-optimal receivers.
We tackled these objectives by:
• Developing analytical frameworks to accurately model the accumulative effects of the
previously discussed impairments on the technologies investigated in this thesis.
• Utilizing the maximum likelihood (ML) and widely linear equalization (WLE) tech-
niques to design the appropriate receivers.
• Formulating several Monte Carlo simulation scenarios to validate all analytical results.
1.2 Thesis Contributions
Compared to the existing literature and motivated by the importance of the thesis topic,
the contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
1. The performance of three timely wireless communication technologies (CR, quadra-
ture SM (QSM), pace shift keying (SSK), and NOMA) is studied under the joint
effects of I/Q imbalance at transmitter and receiver sides alongside the existence of
IGN at the receiver side. In addition, we study the impact of other practical condi-
tions including the imperfect CSI and SIC in the existence of the I/Q imbalance.
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2. An optimal ML receiver designs that can diminish the effect of I/Q imbalance and
properly treat the IGN are presented and examined. Specifically, a closed-form ex-
pressions for the average pairwise error probability (APEP) and a tight upper bounds
of the average bit error rate (ABER) are derived. The simulated results prove that
the presented designs outperform all other existing receivers.
3. Moreover, the WLE receiver, which achieves a performance close to the optimal re-
ceiver with less complexity, is proposed and analyzed for the underlay CR. The exact
pairwise error probability (PEP) is derived and the APEP is calculated analytically.
Interestingly, the obtained results show that this receiver outperforms the traditional
ML receiver if there is I/Q imbalance at both transmitter and receiver sides. In ad-
dition, it has the same performance with the optimal receiver if the I/Q imbalance
is only at receiver side. Moreover, the computational complexities of the proposed
receivers are calculated and compared with the traditional blind receiver. Our cal-
culations show that the WLE receiver has a computational complexity close to the
blind one.
4. Morover, an exact expression is derived for the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) of
the channel estimation in the presence of the I/Q imbalance and IGN. This expression
can be used as a benchmark to predict and evaluate the performance of the estimators.
5. We find the APEP assuming Beckmann fading channel model. In this model, no
assumptions on the statistics of the amplitudes and phases of the fading channel are
assumed. This leads to a more general fading channel model, where most of the
well-known fading channel models can be considered as special cases of this general
model.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, we introduce some relevant background on the fundamentals of com-
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munication systems architecture, complex random vectors, fading channel models. We
also briefly introduce the various types of functional conditions of wireless communications
such as imperfect CSI, imperfect I/Q balance, and IGN. Finally, multiple access and space
modulation techniques are discussed at the end of the chapter.
In Chapter 3, the system and channel models of underlay CR are presented. Then,
optimal and WLE are receiver designs are suggested to tackle the I/Q imbalance effects
at the secondary system transceivers. After that, the complexity analysis of the suggested
designs are presented. The results are then discussed.
In Chapter 4, the system and channel models of QSM MIMO are presented. An optimal
receiver design to tackle the I/Q imbalance effects is discussed. Following that, SSK MIMO
system is discussed. Different MIMO scenarios are studied in the numerical analysis and
results section.
In Chapter 5, the system and channel models of two user NOMA are presented. Then,
optimal receiver designs are derived to tackle the effects of I/Q imbalance at both users.
Moreover, the impacts of imperfect SIC at the user with strong channel conditions are
explored. Also, the effect of power allocation factor on the system performance is presented.
Finally, the results are discussed.
In Chapter 6, we offer a summary of our investigation and some important conclusions.
We also suggest some potential topics for future research.
Appendices A and B contain the detailed proofs of chapters 3 and 4.
1.4 List of Publications
• Related to the thesis
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mance analysis,”IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology, pp. 1-1, 2020.
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retical modeling and planning of the publication.
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2.1 Communications System Architectures
Modern digital communication systems require considerable digital signal processing (DSP)
and advanced analog circuitry. On a high level, the communication system can be repre-
sented using some basic stages: starting from a bitstream at the transmitter to a physical
channel and ending with a bitstream at the receiver. This can be illustrated in Fig. 2.1. In
an I/Q-based RF transmitter, a digital signal is converted to an analog one using a digital
to analog converter (DAC). The transmitted signal is then modulated (up-converted) to a
higher RF in order to be transmitted. Consequently, there are two stages of signal pro-
cessing, digital and analog. DSP chips can perform modulation and pulse-shape filtering in
the digital stage. Because the signal processing is performed digitally, the error is minimal.
On the other hand, in the analog stage, the signal is subject to many sources of analog
impairments. At the receiver, analog to digital converter (ADC) is required to convert the
signal from an analog signal to a digital one. In addition, the received signal is demodulated
(down-converted) to retrieve the baseband transmitted signal. The two typical approaches




























































Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a typical communication system.
The heterodyne up-conversion method uses an intermediate frequency (IF). With this
method, the baseband in-phase (I) and quadrature-phase (Q) signals first undergo direct
up-conversion to the IF. After that, they are mixed with an additional local oscillators (LO)
to reach the RF frequency. Fig. 2.2 expresses the heterodyne up-conversion approach.
As the figure shows, digital up-conversion to an IF occurs first. Then the IF digital
signal is generated by a single DAC before being up-converted to a RF signal. Here,
the maximum RF bandwidth depends on the IF frequency. For example, for an IF of
20 MHz, the maximum RF bandwidth is 40 MHz and requires a DAC with 40 MHz of
bandwidth or greater. However, this typically requires wider bandwidth DACs, which are
more susceptible to errors. In addition, existing filters after the multiple stages of LOs
require more complicated circuitry. Therefore, most commercial circuits are implemented
relying on direct up-conversion because of their low-cost and simplicity.
The direct-conversion transceiver is built upon the principle of directly up-converting
the baseband signal to RF at the transmitter and directly down-converting the received
signal at the receiver [28–30]. In the direct up-conversion, the digital I and Q are converted
to analog I and Q signals first. Then, they are mixed with respective I and Q versions
(90◦degrees out of phase) of a LO. The LO frequency is the carrier frequency of the RF














Figure 2.2: Heterodyne up-conversion RF transmitter’s block diagram.
the final RF signal. Fig. 2.3 expresses the direct up-conversion approach.
In direct down-conversion, the received signal is amplified by a low-noise amplifier, and
then passed through a LO quadrature mixer. After that, I and Q parts are filtered by LPFs
before they go through an ADC. Fig. 2.4 expresses the direct down-conversion approach.
As shown in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4, direct-conversion transceivers have a simple, low cost and
flexible structure with less analog components and low power implementation [31]. Since
direct-conversion transceivers convert the RF signal directly to the baseband instead of
using an IF, it does not need either external IF or image rejection filters [31]. Beside these
advantages, it is appropriate for higher levels of integration [13] because no need to use
IF filters. As such, direct-conversion transceivers have attracted remarkable attention in
next-generation wireless communication system studies, which require flexible and software
reconfigurable transceivers that are capable to satisfy demands of desired quality of service
[20]. This is directly attributable to the fact that direct-conversion transceivers require
less analog components and low power implementation. However, HWIs, such as non-
linearities, phase noise and I/Q imbalance, limit the direct-conversion transceivers system
performance in practical scenarios [20, 31, 32]. Specifically, they can limit the deployment
of high frequency circuitry, and result in distinct phase/amplitude errors [33]. Hence,
considering the effects of HWIs play a major role in the analysis of the system performance
























Figure 2.4: Direct down-conversion RF transmitter’s block diagram.
2.2 Complex Random Vectors
Let x be a vector of complex RVs where x = u+ jv, and u and v are two real valued






mean vector µz of z is given by







and its covariance matrix is given by




Here, Ruu = E(u−µu)(u−µu)T , Rvv = E(v−µv)(v−µv)T , and Ruv = E(u−µu)(v−
µv)
T . It was shown in [34] that the complete second-order characterization of x can be
completely characterized by its augmented vector x̂, where the mean vector µx̂ and the














where the normal (Hermitian) covariance matrix Rxx is given by
Rxx = E(x− µx)(x− µx)H = Ruu +Rvv + j(RTuv −Ruv) = RHxx, (2.5)
and the pseudo-covariance matrix R̃xx is given by
R̃xx = E(x− µx)(x− µx)T = Ruu −Rvv + j(RTuv +Ruv) = R̃Txx. (2.6)
The pseudo-covariance matrix which uses the transpose rather than the Hermitian is called
conjugate covariance matrix or complementary covariance matrix. Both the Hermitian and
the transpose covariance matrices are important to fully characterize the complex random
vector. This can be explained by noting that if u and v are perpendicular and correlated
then the diagonal of Rxx does not contain any information about the correlation between
each element of RVs in u and the corresponding RVs in v. This correlation is preserved in
R̃xx which confirms the importance of both kinds of covariance matrices.
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Definition 1: A zero mean complex RV is called a proper or circular RV if its pseudo-
variance is equal to zero, otherwise it is called non-circular or improper RV [35–37]. From
this definition, The pseudo-variance equals to zero if and only if the following two conditions
are satisfied:
Ruu = Rvv. (2.7)
Ruv = −RTuv. (2.8)
If x is proper RV, its pseudo-covariance matrix R̃xx = 0 and its Hermitian covariance
matrix is
Rx̂x̂ = 2Ruu − jRuv = 2Rvv + 2jRTuv. (2.9)






and the pseudo-covariance is given by
σ̃2x = σ
2
u − σ2v + j2σuv. (2.11)
However, if x is proper, then its pseudo-covariance is equal to zero. Consequently, σuu = σvv,
and σuv = 0. There are two special cases for improper RVs. Case 1 is when the real and
imaginary parts are correlated and have equal variances (identical correlated RV). Case
2 is when the real and imaginary parts are not correlated but have different variances
(non-identical uncorrelated RV).
Definition 2: The impropriety degree of a complex RV x (with finite variance) is mea-
sured by the noncircularity coefficient τx and defined as the quotient between the pseudo-
















As it can be seen from (2.12), the real part of τx measures the power difference between
u and v while the imaginary part measures the correlation between them. Those real
and imaginary parts are normalized. Based on this, τx is independent from the changes
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in the power of x and only it hides information about its proneness. Again, if u and v




v does not contain any
information about the correlation between u and v while this information can be found
in σ̃2x = σ
2
u − σ2v + j2σuv. This demonstrates the importance of both, the covariance and
pseud-variance to fully characterize the complex RV.
2.3 MGF of Quadratic Form of Noncentral Chi-Squared
Distribution
Let A denote an n×n symmetric matrix with real entries and let x denote an n×1 column
vector. The quadratic expression of a correlated Gaussian RVs vector x ∼ N (µ,Σ) is given
by
Q(x) = xTA x, (2.13)
where µ is the mean vector and Σ is the positive definite covariance of x, and matrix A is
the quadratic matrix. Assuming y = Σ−
1





















2 , b1, ..., bp = (P
TΣ−
1
2µ)T , and Uj rep-
resents independently distributed standard normal RVs. Based on this, Q(x) is distributed
as a linear combination of independent noncentral (central if bi = 0) chi-square variables.
The moment generating function (MGF) of the quadratic form in (2.15) can be given




















If µ = 0 , then Q(x) is distributed as a linear combination of independent central chi-square















i ) = h
I + jhQ. (2.18)
Thus, hI and hQ, which are the real and imaginary components of the fading coefficient are
derived by assuming a sufficiently large number of random multipath components hIi and
hQi . This assumption is practical and valid, especially in a rich urban setting which may
have a large number of scattering surfaces. Central Limit Theorem states that a normalized
RV derived from the sum of a large number of independent identically distributed random
components converges to a Gaussian RV. By assuming a sufficiently large number of paths
and depending on the Central Limit Theorem [42], the fading channel can be modeled as
a complex Gaussian RV.
This topic was originally addressed by Beckmann [43, 44] in its more general form by
assuming an arbitrary mean and variance for the real and imaginary parts. h can be
modeled as CN (µh,σ2h) where the mean vector and the covariance matrix of h are given
















































Table 2.1: The relation between Beckmann fading model and other fading models in the
literature. The Beckmann fading parameters are in bold.
Channels Beckman Fading Parameters
One-sided Gaussian r = 1, q = 0, K = 0, ρh = 0
Rayleigh r = 1, q = 1, K = 0, ρh = 0
Hoyt (Nakagami-q) r = 1, q = q, K = 0, ρh = 0
Rician with parameter k r = 1, q = 1, K = K, ρh = 0
Another form Rician without LoS r = 1, q = 1, K = 0, ρh = ρh
Making no assumptions on the statistics of the amplitudes and phases of the fading channel
(i.e., allowing hI and hQ to have different means and variances, or being correlated) leads
to a more general fading channel model, where most of the well-known fading channel
models can be considered as special cases of this general model. For example, when the
quadrature components are Gaussian, uncorrelated, zero mean, and equal in variance, this
results in the Rayleigh PDF. The Rician PDF is the result when the variances are equal
and either one or both components have non-zero mean, whereas the Hoyt PDF assumes
zero means and non-equal variances. A form of the Rician distributed envelope also results
when the quadrature components are correlated but both of them have zero means [45].
























As in Rician fading model, the parameter K indicates the ratio between the line of sight
(LoS) and non-LoS power. Moreover, as in Hoyt (Nakagami-q) fading model q2 measures
the power imbalance between the quadrature non-LoS components. The parameter r2
indicates the power imbalance between quadrature LoS components. Finally, the parameter
Ω indicates the average power of the fading channel. Table. 2.1 shows the relation between
Beckmann fading model and other fading models in the literature.
To study the effect of fading channel h on the wireless communication system, the
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envelope of the channel is needed. h in (2.18) can be given as
h = Rejθ, (2.22)
where R =
√
(hI)2 + (hQ)2 and θ = tan−1(hQ/hI) are the envelope and phase of h, respec-














































































where, Cnk is the binomial coefficient, In(·) is the n-th order modified Bessel function of the
first kind where
εn =
1, if n = 02, if n 6= 0 , (2.24)
δk =
0 if k is even2(−1)k/2 if k is odd . (2.25)
2.5 Imperfect CSI Model
In practical systems, the exact CSI is not available at the receiver and one of the channel
estimators such as ML or mean square error estimators is used to get a channel estimate. In
this case, the channel estimate in the presence of imperfect CSI can be modeled as [47–53]
h = ĥ+ e, (2.26)
where ĥ is the channel estimation and e is the channel estimation error. Here we assume
that h and ĥ are jointly ergodic and stationary Gaussian processes. Further, assuming or-
thogonality between the channel estimate and the estimation error. Note that the variance
of e includes the information of the channel estimation quality [47–53].
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This thesis studies practical scenarios of different wireless communication systems.
These practical scenarios including imperfect CSI, imperfect SIC, I/Q imbalance, and ad-
ditive IGN at the receiver. It was shown in our works [54, 55] that the channel estimation
error can be modeled as an improper RV if the receiver noise is IGN and as a proper RV if
receiver noise is proper Gaussian noise (PGN). In addition, it was shown that the channel
estimation error when using an optimal estimator that considers the I/Q parameters at
the transmitter/receiver can be modeled as a proper RV even though the I/Q imbalance
changes the receiver noise from PGN to IGN. Based on this, the channel estimation error

















Here, it is worth noting that σ2e indicates the quality of the estimation and its value depends
on the channel dynamics and the estimation method.
2.6 I/Q Imbalance Model
The direct-conversion architecture is widely used in low-cost, low-power transceivers in
modern wireless systems. However, HWIs of practical systems occur at LO, phase shifter
and I/Q mixer. Consequently, due to the imperfections: 1) the phase difference between
the I and Q parts of the transmitter and/or receiver signals might not be exactly 90 degrees
which is called phase imbalance, 2) small variations might be between the amplitude of the
I and Q parts of the signal at the transmitter and/or receiver, which is called amplitude
imbalance. Then, I/Q imbalance can dramatically affect the system’s performance by
changing the transmitted signal at the transmitter or corrupting the received signal at the
receiver.
Let us explain how the amplitude and phase imbalances affect receiver performance.
Denoting ξr and βr to be the receivers’ amplitude and phase imbalances respectively. The
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carrier signal of an imbalanced LO with carrier frequency fc can be represented by
xLO(t) = cos(2πfct)− jξr sin(2πfct+ βr). (2.27)








−jβr) and K2 =
1
2
(1 − ξrejβr) are the I/Q imbalance parameters
at the receiver. Considering the transmitted passband wireless signal s̄(t), which is sent
across a wireless channel. Such a passband signal can be described analytically as s̄(t) =
2<{s(t)e2πfct}. Here, s(t) is the complex baseband representation of the transmitted signal.
From [56], the received signal can be detected by using a low pass filter (LPF) for the signal
{s̄(t).sLO(t)}. Based on this, the received impaired signal can be given by
y(t) = K1s(t) +K2s
∗(t). (2.29)
Therefore, in indirect-conversion receivers, the impact of I/Q mismatch can be seen as
a self-image problem, where the complex conjugate of the baseband interferes with the
baseband signal itself.
The effects of I/Q imbalance at the transmitter can be explained using the same logic
as at the receiver. By denoting ξt and βt to be the transmitters’ amplitude and phase
imbalances respectively, the carrier waveform of an imbalanced LO can be represented by
xLO(t) = cos(2πfct) + jξt sin(2πfct+ βr). (2.30)
Therefore, the interpretation of self-image effects at the receiver is also applicable at the
transmitter side, and the output of the transmitter under the effects of I/Q imbalance is






jβt) and G2 =
1
2
(1− ξtejβt) are the I/Q imbalance parameters at the
transmitter side.
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Assuming a narrowband signal model, and assuming I/Q imbalance exists at both the
























where h is a flat-fading wireless channel, E is the transmitted energy, and n is the noise










∗)x∗ is the image part. This image is treated as a self-interference
signal. The IRR (which is known as signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)) can be calculated





If we disregard the effect of the channel (i.e., assume that h = 1), then the above equation

















If there are no I/Q imbalances at the transmitter or receiver, then IRR goes to ∞, this
is the ideal case. Fig. 2.5 shows that small changes in I/Q parameters lead to significant
changes in the IRR values. Equation (2.34) shows that the signaling constellation does not
have any effect on the IRR value. At the same time, it is well-known that the I/Q imbalance
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Figure 2.5: IRR values versus the amplitude mismatch and the phase imbalance. This
figure assumes the transmitter and receiver have the same level of I/Q impairments.
effects become harsher with bigger signal constellations since the probability of incorrect
detection increases when the distances between the constellations becomes smaller.
















Figure 2.6: The result of phase imbalance when βt,r = 10
◦, ξt,r = 1, and SNR=23 dB.
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Figure 2.7: The result of amplitude imbalance when βt,r = 0
◦, ξt,r = 1.5, and SNR=23 dB.
Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 show the effects of the phase and amplitude imbalance on the 16-
QAM constellation diagram. The result of the phase imbalance appears as a rotation of
the constellation diagram in the I/Q plane. The result of the amplitude imbalance appears
as a stretching or shorting of the I component of symbols along the I axis. Fig. 2.8
illustrates the effects of the I/Q applied to the 4-QAM and 64-QAM signal constellation
diagrams when βt,r = 5
◦ and ξt,r = 1.2. As this figure shows the constellation impaired
received symbols overlap with the baseband transmitted symbols when using 64-QAM.
This means it may be impractical to obtain the baseband symbols when using the blind
receiver to detect signals with higher modulation orders.
2.7 IGN Model
A zero mean complex RV is called a proper or circular RV if its pseudo-variance is equal
to zero, otherwise it is called non-circular or improper. More details about this topic can
be found in Section 2.2. Consequently, zero mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
at the receiver is PGN if its real and imaginary parts are correlated and/or have different
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Figure 2.8: The result of transmitter and receiver I/Q imbalances applied to the 4-QAM
and 64-QAM signal constellation diagrams when βt,r = 5
◦, ξt,r = 1.2, and SNR=23 dB.
variances. The scattering diagrams in Fig. 2.9 give more insight information about the
relation between the real part (x) and imaginary part (y) of the complex RV. There are
two special cases for IGN. First is when the real and imaginary parts are correlated and
have equal variances, case 3 in the figure. Second is when the real and imaginary parts are
not correlated but have different variances, case 2. Case 1 represents the PGN while case
4 represents the general case of the IGN.
Examining the effects of HWIs on the system performance and choosing the proper
detection designs requires a general model that can represent the wide range of HWIs.
HWIs are modeled mostly in the literature as a proper Gaussian term at the transmitter and
receiver [15, 57–64]. In several recent works, more general models are used to describe the
HWIs. In these models, the HWIs are represented as improper Gaussian RVs [13,14,27,33].
In addition, a more generalize model of AWGN at the receiver where the noise is assumed
to be IGN was used in some works in the literature [65–67].
This thesis models the nonlinear effects of HWIs as a combination of I/Q imbalance and
IGN. This assumption is justified in our design because, as stated before, I/Q imbalance
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Figure 2.9: The scattering diagrams of zero mean additive white Gaussian noise. x is the
real part and y is the imaginary part.
is one of the most significant source of nonlinear impairments in modern communication
systems and all other impairments can be modeled as IGN with different variances for its
real and imaginary parts.
2.8 Multiple Access Techniques
Multiple access techniques can be divided into two main schemes: orthogonal multiple
access (OMA) and NOMA. When using OMA techniques, a single user is served in each
orthogonal resource block. These orthogonal resources can be the time as in the time
division multiple access (TDMA), the frequency as in the frequency division multiple access
(FDMA), or the code as in the code division multiple access (CDMA). Hence, the maximum
number of concurrently supported devices in an OMA scheme is limited by the number of
orthogonal resources.
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In contrast, NOMA can assign non-orthogonal resources to the users and hence overload
the system. The ratio of the total number of users to the total number of orthogonal
resources is called the overloading factor. At the receiver, advanced multi-user detection
algorithms are required to separate the users. The NOMA schemes can be divided into two
main categories: the power domain NOMA and the code domain NOMA [68]. In power
domain NOMA, the users are assigned with different power levels based on their channel
conditions, which enable them to share the available resources. In code domain NOMA,
user specific codes are used as multiple access identities to separate the users. Code domain
NOMA is similar to CDMA, but it uses low-density sequences or non-orthogonal sequences
having a low cross-correlation.
2.9 Space Modulation Techniques (SMTs)
SMTs tackle a novel approach to add a new constellation diagram called spatial constella-
tion diagram. Consequently, this enhances the spectral efficiency (SE) while keeping energy
resources and receiver computational complexity. The basic idea of SMTs came from [69],
where a binary phase shift keying (BPSK) symbol is used to indicate an active antenna
among the set of existing multiple antennas. The receiver detects the transmitted BPSK
symbol and the antenna that transmits this symbol. However, the first common SMT was
presented in [70, 71] is called SM, and all other SMTs are driven as special or generalized
cases from SM. SM extends the conventional two-dimensional complex signal plane to a
third dimension, which is called the spatial dimension. This unique approach is based on
the idea of using the transmitter antenna (TA) index as an extra information source. SSK
was presented as a simple model based on SM where only the antenna index is used during
the transmission, rather than the transmitted symbols themselves. This absence of symbol
information eliminates the need for amplitude/phase modulation (APM) techniques at the
transceivers. Consequently, this reduces the system complexity while keeping almost the
same gain as SM [72].
In generalized spatial modulation (GSM), where multiple transmit antenna is activated
at each time instant to transmit identical data is proposed in [73]. Similarly, generalized
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space shift keying (GSSK) was proposed in [74]. In QSM, spatial constellation symbols
of conventional SM are expanded to include two spatial dimensions, each transmits the
real and the imaginary parts of a conventional APM data symbol, separately. Since this
transmission procedure is realized in an orthogonal manner, ICI is avoided in QSM as well.
Additionally, the number of bits conveyed by active TA indices is twice that of SM [75].
Similarly, SSK was expanded to quadrature space shift keying (QSSK). In addition, their
generalized parts can be defined as generalized quadrature spatial modulation (GQSM)
and generalized quadrature space shift keying (GQSSK).
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Chapter 3
Cognitive Networks in the Presence
of I/Q Imbalance, IGN and Imperfect
CSI
3.1 Introduction and Related Works
The accelerated developments in wireless communication technology are moving the world
toward a fully connected network with new challenges, including the increased demands for
the radio spectrum. At the same time, the traditional way of spectrum allocation policy
has made the limited spectrum overcrowded. Moreover, the available spectrum has not
been utilized sufficiently as reported by the Federal Communications Commission [76]. CR
was proposed as a novel solution to alleviate the spectrum scarcity by allowing a secondary
user to share the spectrum of a primary user [77]. Intensive research has been done in the
spectrum-sharing side of CR, which has revealed many CR models. These can be classified
into three main models: underlay, overlay, and interweave networks [78]. This chapter
studies the performance of underlay CR networks under the joint effects of I/Q imbalance
at the secondary system, and imperfect CSI with IGN at the secondary user.
CR communication systems adapt their transmission to the surrounding radio envi-
ronment. Accordingly, the performance of CR systems can be significantly affected by
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different types of practical imperfections, including noise signal uncertainty, imperfect CSI,
transceiver HWIs, and synchronization issues [79]. HWIs, such as I/Q imbalance in the
radio frequency front-end, high power amplifier imperfections, and low noise amplifier non-
linearity, can dramatically degrade the system performance [13]. Although all HWIs can
degrade the system performance, I/Q imbalance represents one of the most significant
sources of analog impairments in high-speed wireless communication systems [15]. Specif-
ically, this degradation in performance results from insufficient rejection of the image fre-
quency band [80, 81]. Moreover, taking the effects of I/Q imbalance into account is not
only important in the design of the transceiver, but also in choosing coding techniques as
well as in resource management of radio communication systems [18]. Furthermore, HWIs
have a negative impact on the system secrecy [19].
The effects of I/Q imbalance on the energy detection based spectrum sensing for half-
duplex CR were studied in [15] and [57]. In [15], it was shown that the I/Q imbalance can
cause the secondary user to interfere with an orthogonal frequency-division multiple access
(OFDMA) primary system and destroy the performance of the CR system. The work in [57]
concluded that the effects of I/Q imbalance are negligible for single-channel receivers, but
are significantly more dramatic for the wide-band multi-channel sensing receivers. The
joint effects of I/Q imbalance and self-interference suppression on the energy detection
based spectrum sensing of full-duplex CR were studied in [58]. In this study, it was proven
that ignoring the effects of I/Q imbalance and partial self-interference suppression can lead
to a dramatic degradation in the system performance of single-channel while the energy
detection capability can be entirely obliterated in case of multi-channel.
The work in [59] analyzed the performance of cognitive amplify-and-forward (AF) multi-
relay networks with active direct link in the presence of relay transceiver HWIs. It was
shown that the HWIs have a high impact on the partial relay selection scheme and a worse
impact on the opportunistic relay selection scheme. The authors in [60] studied the impact
of transceiver HWIs on decode-and-forward (DF) CR networks. In the mentioned work,
the authors showed that the effect of transceiver impairments on the outage performance
in the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) region is more critical than in the low SNR.
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The same authors examined the impact of transceiver impairments on the outage prob-
ability and throughput of the DF/AF CR relay in [61]. It was shown that HWIs can
deteriorate the network performance, and DF CR networks outperforms AF CR networks
in terms of both outage probability and throughput but with higher system complexity. The
study in [62] considered soft information relaying with transceiver HWIs in CR networks.
It was proven that soft information relaying protocol outperforms a hard DF technique,
and a ceiling capacity exists even when the transmitter power approaches infinity and it
decreases with increasing levels of HWIs.
The joint impact of HWIs and imperfect CSI on CR networks was studied in [63]
and [64]. The work in [63] examined this joint impact on cognitive spatial modulation
multiple-input multiple-output systems. This work did not propose any receiver designs to
mitigate the joint effects of HWIs and imperfect CSI. Furthermore, In [64], the joint effects
of HWIs and imperfect CSI on spectrum sharing multiple-relay networks were studied. It
was shown that the effects of HWIs limit the system performance and cause various ceiling
effects including a relay cooperation ceiling, direct link ceiling, and an overall system ceiling.
This work neither studied effects of HWIs or imperfect CSI on the system bit error rate
nor proposed any receiver designs to mitigate these effects. It is worth mentioning that all
the aforementioned works [15, 57–64] modeled HWIs including I/Q imbalance as additive
proper Gaussian noise with different means and variances, which is not accurate at least
for I/Q imbalance impairment as will be proven in the following section.
Compared to the existing literature, this chapter studies the performance of the under-
lay CR secondary system under the joint effects of I/Q imbalance at secondary transmitter
(STx)/secondary receiver (SRx) sides, and IGN with imperfect CSI at the SRx side. Subse-
quently, it is shown that these effects can degrade the system performance and change the
noise PDF from proper to improper Gaussian distributions. Besides, receiver designs that
can tackle these effects are presented and their computational complexities are calculated.
In addition, an exact expression is derived for CRLB of the secondary system channel es-
timation in the presence of I/Q imbalance at STx/SRx sides and IGN at the receiver side.
The obtained results in this chapter have been published in [55].
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 describes the system and
channel models. Section 3.3 provides the receiver designs and the performance analysis for
the presented models. Section 3.4 derives an exact closed-form CRLB expression. Section
3.5 discusses the computational complexity analysis. Section 3.6 discusses the numerical
analysis and results. Finally, Section 3.7 concludes this chapter.
3.2 System and Channel Models
3.2.1 Underlay CR Systems
In an underlay CR model, the STx can use the spectrum of primary users as long as
the interference it generates to the most affected primary receiver (PRx) remains below a
predefined threshold Ip. In this work, as can be seen in Fig. 3.1, an underlay spectrum
sharing system is considered with secondary user pairs of one STx and one SRx that coexist








where Em is the maximum available power at the STx, and f is the channel coefficient
between the STx and PRx. |f |2 has an exponential distribution with a mean equals to λ.
The received signal at the SRx with perfect matching (no I/Q imbalance) is given by
yr =
√
Ehxi + n, (3.2)
where, xi represents the transmitted signal, i ∈ [1, 2, ...,M ], M is the modulation order,
and h is the fading channel between the STx and SRx, and n ∼ CN (0,σ2n) is the AWGN
at the SRx. In this work, the AWGN is modeled as an improper Gaussian RV with zero
mean vector and σ2n covariance matrix. From 2.7, σ
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Figure 3.1: Underlay cognitive radio system under the effect of I/Q imbalance.
3.2.2 Transceiver I/Q imbalance Model
From Section 2.6, considering the impact of I/Q imbalance at the STx, the transmitted
signal can be given as






jβt) and G2 =
1
2
(1− ξtejβt) are I/Q imbalance parameters at the STx.
Here, βt and ξt represent the phase and amplitude imbalance, respectively. Considering the
total effects of I/Q imbalance at the STx and SRx sides, the signal xIQIi is corrupted and
the received signal can be given as
y = K1(
√







∗) + n) +K2(
√
Eh(G1xi +G2xi





−jβr) and K2 =
1
2
(1 − ξrejβr) are I/Q imbalance parameters at the





∗ in (3.3) and (3.4) are the self-interference introduced
by the I/Q imbalance at the STx and SRx, respectively. It can be noted that for perfect
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I/Q balance, the amplitude imbalance parameters ξt = ξr = 1 and the phase imbalance
parameters βt = βr = 0. Consequently, G1 = K1 = 1 and G2 = K2 = 0 .
3.2.3 Imperfect CSI Model
In the case of imperfect CSI, there is an estimation error at the receiver. The SRx uses a
channel estimator such as a ML or mean square error estimator to get a channel estimate,
which can be characterized as follows [49]
h = ĥ+ e, (3.5)
where ĥ is the channel estimation and e ∼ CN (0, σ2e), is the channel estimation error.
Based on the discussion in Section 2.5, the channel estimation error in the presence of IGN





















































The previous equation shows that the generated noise depends on the noise at the receiver,
the channel estimation error, the transmitted symbol, the transmitted energy, and the I/Q
imbalance parameters at the STx/SRx. Understanding the characteristics of accumulative
resulted noise is the critical factor in designing and analyzing the appropriate receiver.
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3.2.4 IGN at the SRx
This part discusses how the accumulative noise at the SRx will always be IGN even if the
AWGN is PGN. This occurs because of the effects of the I/Q imbalance. The received

















From (3.6), it is easy to show that the real and imaginary components of the signal part




































































































E{(ci + di)eI + (ai − bi)eQ}+KcnI +KdnQ. (3.9)











σ2ñiI =E(ai + bi)
2σ2eI + E(ci − di)
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2 , and Kd = K
I
1 −KI2 . In addition, ñiI and ñiQ are correlated RVs,










where E{ñiI ñiQ} is given by













i − b2i − d2i )σIeσQe . (3.12)






Q are not equal and, in general, ñi
I and ñi
Q are correlated. Now,



































and the correlation coefficient of ñi
I and ñi










where E{ñiI ñiQ} is given by










Q are not equal and, in general, ñi
I and ñi
Q are correlated. This change in
noise behavior from proper to improper Gaussian noise demands new requirements in the
receiver design.
3.3 Receiver Designs and Performance Analysis
The previous section shows how the resulted noise in the presence of I/Q imbalance is IGN
regardless of whether the AWGN is proper or improper. In this section, two new receivers
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are proposed: an optimal ML and a WLE receiver, and then the blind (traditional) receiver
is discussed.
3.3.1 Optimal ML Receiver Design
In this section, an optimal ML receiver is proposed for the presented CR wireless com-
munication system, which has I/Q imbalance at STx/SRx and imperfect CSI at SRx.
Considering the general signal model in (3.7), and the results in (3.10-3.14), and assuming
that the I/Q imbalance parameters are known at the SRx, the joint PDF of the real part,
yI , and the imaginary part, yQ, of the received signal can be written as [32,41]
fyI ,yQ(y






























The primary task of the ML receiver is to decide which xi was transmitted among M
hypotheses. Assuming that the channel inputs are equally likely, the optimal receiver is
designed based on maximizing the following statement
x̂i = arg max
i=1,...,M
{fyI ,yQ(yI , yQ|xi)}. (3.17)
Maximizing the previous statement is equivalent to

























Conditional PEPopt: From (3.18), the probability of detecting x̂i at the SRx given that the




































































































From (3.21), it is clear that Ni is a Gaussian RV with zero-mean and its variance σ2Ni can
be expressed as
σ2Ni = 4E(1− %
2
i )






















Hence, utilizing (3.1), (3.20) and (3.22), PEPopt can also be written by using the well-
known Q-function formula as
PEPopt =Q
(√√√√min ( Ip|f |2 , Em)
4 (1− %2i )

























|f |2 , Em
)
γopt
4 (1− %2i )
)
. (3.23)
Average PEPopt: Without loss of generality, limited feedback from the PRx is assumed,
based on this, the mean-value power allocation (MVPA) method can be exploited [50,82,83].
Relying on MVPA, the interference channel gain between the STx-PRx is usually assumed
to be known at the PRx. Therefore, the PRx computes the mean value of this channel
gain, instead of the instantaneous CSI. Then, the PRx feeds the calculated mean back to
the STx. As a result, sending one value rather than instantaneous CSI feedback for each
symbol or block of symbols can significantly reduce the system complexity and decrease
the feedback burden. Relying on MVPA, E in (3.1) is constrained as E = min( Ip
σ2f
, Em),
where σ2f = E{|f |2}.
The APEP will be calculated considering the Beckmann fading channels. Making no
assumptions on the statistics of the amplitudes and phases of the fading channel (i.e.,
allowing hI and hQ to have different means and variances, or being correlated) leads to a
more general fading channel model, where most of the well-known fading channel models
can be considered as special cases of this general model. More details about Beckmann
fading channels can be found in Section 2.4. h can be modeled as CN (µh,σ2h) where the
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From (3.23), γopt can be written using matrix form as γopt = x
TAx. Here x ∼ N (µx,σ2x)
where xT = [x1 x2], x1 = (χ
I
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([ci + di]− [ĉi + d̂i])
× ([ai − bi]− [âi − b̂i]),
E{x1x2} = σ2ĥI ([ai + bi]− [âi + b̂i])([ci + di]− [ĉi + d̂i]) + σ
2
ĥQ
([ci − di]− [ĉi − d̂i])






2 + [ci + ĉi]
2 − [bi + b̂i]2 − [di + d̂i]2),
ρx = cov{x1x2}/(σx1σx2). (3.25)
Hence, γopt has the PDF of a quadratic form of two correlated noncentral chi-squared RVs.


















where the eigenvalues λ1 and λ2, and the mean values b1 and b2 are calculated as in Section
2.3. In addition, this section shows how other channel models can be considered as a special
cases of Beckmann fading model. For example, (3.26) can be used if the fading channels
are Rayleigh fading channels. In this case, µx1 = µx2 = 0, σ
2
x1
= σ2x2 , and ρx = 0. Relaxing
the condition µx1 = µx2 = 0 to give the LoS component µx1 = µx2 gives the Rician fading
channels. Now, from [84], and relying on MVPA a closed-form expression of the APEPopt













8 (1− %2i ) sin2 θ
 dθ. (3.27)
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The previous integration can be calculated by using a simple numerical integration tech-










8 (1− %2i )
 . (3.28)
Average BERopt: From (3.23), and using the well-known union bound technique [42], the









where N(χi, χ̂i) is the number of bit errors associated with the corresponding pairwise
error event.
3.3.2 WLE Receiver Design
Here, a WLE receiver is presented at SRx with imperfect CSI when I/Q imbalance exists
at STx/SRx. The goal of this filter is to entirely eliminate the I/Q imbalance. The filter
parameters are calculated by adding the scaled received signal with its scaled conjugate
and then matching the results with the received signal as in the case of perfect I/Q imbal-
ance and perfect CSI. Here, the scaling parameters are calculated assuming that the I/Q
imbalance parameters are known at the SRx. After that, the traditional ML detection is
applied at the SRx to choose the correct one among M hypotheses.
The output of the WLE receiver can be given as
Y =
√
Exi + Zi, (3.30)
Proof: See the Appendix A.1.
where Zi ∼ CN (0, σ2Zi) is an improper RV and the variances of its real and imaginary parts




, respectively, and the correlation factor between ZIi and Z
Q
i is
ρZi , where ρZi is calculated as in (A.10).
The traditional ML detection for the proposed WLE receiver, which ignores the im-
proper characteristics of the noise, relies on minimizing the following statement









Conditional PEPwle : Considering (3.31) and assuming that xi has been sent, the











|Zi|2 > E|(xi − x̂i)|2 + |Zi|2 + 2
√




0 > E|(xi − x̂i)|2 + 2
√




0 > |E(xi − x̂i)|2 + ζi
}
, (3.32)
where ζi = 2
√
E< [(xi − x̂i)Z∗i ]. Conditioned on x̂i and xi, ζi is a Gaussian RV with zero
mean and variance of
σ2ζi = 4EE
{[
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Considering the mean and variance of ζi, the closed-form of PEPwle can be given using the
Q-function as
PEPwle = Q
(√√√√ min ( Ip|f |2 , Em)|xi − x̂i|4

























Average PEPwle : It is clear from (3.34) that the PDF of γwle is very complicated
and rather difficult, if not impossible, to derive. Thus, the APEPwle is found numerically
by averaging the PEPwle over a large number of channel realizations for each SNR value.
Finally, the SRx of the WLE receiver (ABERwle) can be calculated directly using the
formula in (3.29).
3.3.3 Traditional (Blind) ML Receiver
The blind receiver can be defined as the one that utilizes the traditional ML receiver to
detect CR signals as if there is no I/Q imbalance at STx or SRx, even in the case where it
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exists at one or both sides. Based on this scenario, and starting from (3.7), the traditional
ML receiver for the blind CR receiver depends on minimizing the following statement








Conditional PEPbli : The noise ñ in (3.7) is an improper RV but it will be treated as if it
is proper RV by this blind receiver. The probability of detecting x̂i at the SRx given that
the STx transmitted xi, is given by
PEPbli = Pr
{∣∣y −√Ehxi∣∣2 > ∣∣y −√Ehx̂i∣∣2}
= Pr
{∣∣√Eχi −√Ehxi∣∣2 > ∣∣√Eχi −√Ehx̂i∣∣2}. (3.36)
After some algebraic simplifications, the conditional error probability can be written as
PEPbli = Pr
{
0 > E|(χi − hx̂i)|2 − E|(χi − hxi)|2 + 2
√




Therefore, after following the same procedure as in (3.33), ϑi is a Gaussian RV with mean
and variance given by
µϑi = |χi − hxi|2 − |χi − hx̂i|2,
σ2ϑi = 4E[(hxi)
I − (hx̂i)I ]2σ2ñiI + 4E[(hxi)
Q − (hx̂i)Q]2σ2ñiQ + 8E[(hxi)
I − (hx̂i)I ]
× [(hxi)Q − (hx̂i)Q]σñiIσñiQ%i . (3.38)
Based on that, PEPbli can be calculated as in (3.39)
PEPbli = Q

√√√√min ( Ip|f |2 , Em) (µϑi)2
σ2ϑi
 = Q(√γbli). (3.39)
Average PEPbli : It is clear from (3.39) that the PDF of γbli is more complicated than
the PDF of γwle in (3.34), and it is very difficult to find its average. Based on this, the
APEPbli is found through simulation by averaging the PEPbli over a large number of channel
realizations for each SNR value. Finally, the SRx of the blind receiver (ABERbli) can be
calculated directly by using (3.29).
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3.4 CRLB Derivation
In this section, an exact expression is derived for CRLB of the channel estimation in
the presence of I/Q imbalance at the STx/SRx and assuming PGN at the SRx. Since
CRLB expresses a lower bound on the variance of unbiased estimators, it can be used as
a benchmark to predict and evaluate the performance of the estimators in the presence of
I/Q imbalance.






























EDhQ) + uI + juQ, (3.41)
where, A = QI1 + Q
I








1 , and D = Q
I
1 − QI2. Noting that
u is an improper Gaussian noise with uI ∼ N (0, σ2nI ), and u
















Now, assuming NP is the number of training pilots that used at the SRx to estimate
the channel, CRLB matrix can be given as
CRLB =
 CRLB(hI) CRLB(hI ,hQ)
CRLB(hI ,hQ) CRLB(hQ)
 , (3.42)
Proof: See the Appendix A.2.










































Proof: See the Appendix A.3.
In this case, CRLB(hI ,hQ) = 0, and CRLB(hI) = CRLB(hQ) and given by












It is worth mentioning, as stated by 3.46, that if the AWGN noise at the SRx is PGN,
then the estimation errors of hI and hQ that reach the CRLB are uncorrelated even though
the I/Q imbalance changes the Gaussian noise behavior from a proper to an improper RV.
This can be concluded clearly from the diagonal CRLB matrix. Consequently, the quality
of estimating hI and hQ does not degrade when the other one is unknown. In addition, the
I/Q imbalance at the STx or SRx does not affect the channel estimation error. For a fair
comparison, the transmitted signal energy is normalized by (|xiG1 + x∗iG2|2). Observing








i ξt sin(βt)), two results are concluded as follows:





values do not depend on the I/Q imbalance parameters at the STx/SRx. Based on
this, the optimal channel estimator which exploits the fact that the accumulated noise
at the SRx is improper and aware about the I/Q imbalance parameters can reach the
CRLB. This is because the noise behavior is affected by the I/Q parameters and the
estimator is aware of these parameters.





values does not depend on the I/Q imbalance parameters at the STx/SRx. Based
on this, the optimal channel estimator which exploits the fact that the accumulated
noise at the SRx is improper and aware about the I/Q imbalance parameters has a a
fixed CRLB for the channel estimate.
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Table 3.1: Number of multiplications and summations required for each frame.
Optimal WLE Blind
Mul Sum Mul Sum Mul Sum
Per received symbol 6M 6M 8 + 2M 6 + 3M 2M 3M
Per coherence time 4M + 16 6M + 12 24 15 4M 2M
At preprocessing time 27M +
16
26M + 8 16 8 − −
3.5 Complexity Analysis
The computational time complexity can be calculated by finding the number of real addi-
tions and real multiplications [71, 75, 85–87]. It is widely known that each complex mul-
tiplication requires four real multiplications and two real additions, while the square of
the absolute value of the complex number requires two real multiplications and one real
addition.
The detection process of the proposed receivers requires a few calculations for each
received symbol, and several calculations will be repeated M times depending on the mod-
ulation scheme. Moreover, some calculations will be found one time at the preparation
phase only, and other calculations will be found for each coherence time (i.e., time duration
over which the channel impulse response is not varying).
It is easy to show that the blind receiver given in (3.35) needs four real multiplications
and two real summations to calculate the term
√
Ehxi. This term is calculated M times
for each coherence time. After that, the square of the absolute value is calculated M times,
and this needs two real multiplications and three real summations.
On the other hand, the WLE receiver given in (3.31) needs eight real multiplications





1. Then, it calculates w1 and w2 in (A.5), and Y in (A.6). The variables w1 and w2
are required to be calculated once for each coherence time, which takes twenty-four real
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multiplications and fifteen real summations. Moreover, Y is required to be calculated once
for each received symbol, and this takes eight real multiplications and six real summations.
Finally, the square of the absolute value takes two real multiplications and three real
summations and it is calculated M times for each received symbols.
Following the same logic, the optimal receiver detects x̂i in (3.18) by calculating
˜̂
h1,
and h̃2 in (3.7) once for each coherence time, and this takes sixteen real multiplications and
twelve real summations. After that σ2
ñi
I , and σ
2
ñi
Q in (3.10), and %i in (3.11) are calculated
M times at the preprocessing phase, and this takes twenty-seven real multiplications and
twenty-six real summations. At the end, x̂i can be detected after doing six real multipli-
cations and six real summations M times. Assuming that I is the number of symbols per
coherence time, the total number of real multiplications and summations for all receivers
can be seen in Table. 3.1.
3.6 Numerical Analysis and Results
Considering the aforementioned CR receivers designs, comprehensive computer simula-
tions were carried out to validate the analytical results and assess the performance of a
STx/SRx that has I/Q imbalance with imperfect CSI and IGN at the SRx. More specifi-
cally and unless specified otherwise, a single-input single-output (SISO) system scenario is
assumed, and 4-QAM modulation is used. The computer simulations are performed under
Rayleigh fading channel conditions and the receiver is affected by proper Gaussian noise
n ∼ CN (0, 1). Moreover, for a fair comparison, the transmitted signal energy is normalized
by (|xiG1 + x∗iG2|2). All the comparisons are made against a system with perfect I/Q bal-
ance. In addition, we assume the predefined threshold is Ip = 30 dB and f is the channel
coefficient between the STx and PRx where f ∼ CN (0, 1). Finally, the SRx for all figures
is plotted versus the SNR E/σ2n using (3.29).
Fig. 3.2 shows the simulation and numerical results where the conditional PEP averag-
ing of a large number of channel realizations for the optimal, WLE, and blind receivers. In
addition, the closed form APEP of the optimal receiver relying on MVPA [equation (3.27)]
is presented in this figure. It is clear that the simulation results match with the analytical
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Figure 3.2: APEP at 3 dB amplitude mismatch and 5◦ phase imbalance at both STx/SRx
and assuming PGN and perfect CSI at SRx.
analysis for all receivers which validates our results.
Fig. 3.3 considers the performance the SRx at different values of σ2nI , σ
2
nQ and ρn
assuming perfect I/Q matching at the STx/SRx sides and assuming perfect CSI. Two
main points can be concluded from this figure. First, the proposed optimal ML detector
is superior to the WLE and blind receivers which have the same performance. Second,
increasing the improperness level (i.e more differences between σ2nI and σ
2
nQ values or higher
ρn values) of the noise does not provide any performance enhancement for the WLE and
blind receivers while it noticeably increases the performance of the optimal one; for instance,
approximately 7 dB improvement is ensured on the performance of the optimal receiver for
σ2nI = 0.1 and ρn = 0.7 case when ABER = 10
−3.
The results in Fig. 3.3 can be interpreted from (3.23), (3.34), and (3.39). From (3.23),
it is clear that the term inside the Q-function goes to Q(∞) and the error probability goes
to zero in two cases; case 1, when the correlation factor ρn goes to one, because in this

















Figure 3.3: ABER performance at different values of σ2nI , σ
2
nQ and ρn assuming perfect I/Q
matching and perfect CSI.
zero because in this case, the numerator goes to∞). This trend is not valid in (3.34) where






nQ = 1). The
behavior of the blind receiver is similar to the behavior of the WLE one in this case for the
same explained reasons. Note that changing the sign of ρn will not affect the value APEP
for all receivers. Consequently, this will not affect the performance of the receivers.
Fig.s 3.4 and 3.5 show the effects of the I/Q imbalance at STx only, with perfect CSI
at the SRx. Fig. 3.4 shows the results of fixing the phase mismatch at 10◦ while varying
the amplitude imbalance between 2, 4, and 6 dB. It shows that the performance of all
receivers decreases when the level of the amplitude mismatching increases. In addition, the
optimal receiver outperforms the WLE and blind receivers at all levels of SNR while the
WLE receiver outperforms the blind receiver at higher values of SNR. Finally, it is clear
that in the higher SNR region, the SRx performance saturates due to the power constraint
limitation, leading to an error floor and zero power gain.
In Fig. 3.5, the ABER is plotted by fixing the amplitude mismatch to 3 dB while the
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Figure 3.4: Effect of amplitude mismatching at STx side and assuming perfect CSI (βt =
10◦).
phase imbalance changes between 5◦, 10◦, and 15◦. It shows that the optimal receiver yields
the best performance and it can completely resist the phase mismatching effect at the STx.
In addition, the WLE and blind receivers have approximately the same performance at low
and intermediate levels of phase mismatching while the WLE receiver exceeds the blind
receiver at high level of phase mismatching. Even more, in the high SNR region, the SRx
performance saturates, leading to an error floor and zero power gain due energy constraint
limitation.
Fig.s 3.6 and 3.7 study the effects of the I/Q imbalance at SRx only and assuming
perfect CSI. Fig. 3.6 shows the results of fixing the phase mismatch at 10◦ while varying the
amplitude imbalance between 2, 4, and 6 dB, and Fig. 3.7 illustrates the ABER at the SRx
by fixing the amplitude mismatch to 3 dB while the phase imbalance changes between 0◦,
10◦ and 20◦. It can be seen from these figures that the optimal and the WLE receivers have
the same performance exactly and that they outperform the blind receiver. In addition,
the optimal and WLE receivers can resist the amplitude and phase mismatching effects
completely. Finally, the blind receiver has an extremely poor performance at high values
of the amplitude mismatching. For example, noting the 6 dB amplitude mismatching, 14
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Figure 3.5: Effect of phase imbalance at STx side and assuming perfect CSI (ξt = 3 dB).
dB of gain decrease between the blind receiver and the others can be seen at 0.03 ABER.
Fig. 3.8 illustrates the performance of the receivers in the presence of low, average
and high levels of I/Q imbalance at STx/SRx with perfect CSI. This figure emphasizes the
conclusions of the previous discussion where the optimal receiver has the best performance
and the WLE receiver outperforms the blind receiver at high SNR. Moreover, the optimal
and WLE receivers have approximately the same performance at low level I/Q imbalance.
Fig.s 3.9 and 3.10 illustrate the performance of the receivers in the presence of different
levels of I/Q imbalance at STx/SRx with perfect CSI when higher modulation orders are
used. The results in Fig.s 3.9 show 16-QAM modulation when using the same levels of I/Q
imbalance as in Fig. 3.8. This figure shows how a low level of I/Q imbalance degrades the
performance of the blind receiver. In Fig. 3.10, lower levels of I/Q imbalance are studied
when using 256-QAM. The results in this figure emphasize that the proposed receiver
has almost the same performance and can mitigate the I/Q imbalance when using higher
modulation orders while this is not the case for the WLE and the blind receivers.
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Figure 3.6: Effect of amplitude mismatching at SRx side and assuming perfect CSI (βr =
10◦).









Figure 3.7: Effect of phase imbalance at SRx side and assuming perfect CSI (ξr = 3 dB).
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Figure 3.8: SRx in the presence of low, average and high levels of I/Q imbalance at STx/SRx
with perfect CSI and PGN at the SRx (4-QAM).









Figure 3.9: SRx in the presence of low, average and high levels of I/Q imbalance at STx/SRx
with perfect CSI and PGN at the SRx (16-QAM).
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Figure 3.10: SRx in the presence of low, average and high levels of I/Q imbalance at
STx/SRx with perfect CSI and PGN at the SRx (256-QAM).
Fig. 3.11 investigates the effect of channel estimation errors on the ABER, where it
is assumed that the channel estimation error has real and imaginary variances equal to
the CRLB values that were calculated in Section IV. This figure shows, as expected, how
channel estimation errors can degrade the system performance of all the receivers even if it
is assumed that the estimator has the best estimated real and imaginary channel values.
Figs. 3.12 and 3.13 discuss the effect of the number of pilots on the channel estimation
error for both perfect and imperfect I/Q matching. In Fig. 3.12, the power gain between
the perfect CSI and imperfect CSI for the optimal receiver when using one pilot equals 3
dB at ABER=0.02, the same power gain can be noticed for each receiver in Fig. 3.13. This
clearly means that if the estimator reaches the CRLB, then the channel estimation error
will not maximize the effect of the I/Q imbalance. Note that we normalize the transmitted
power to get a fair comparison as it is shown in Appendix A.2.
Fig. 3.14 studies the effects of channel parameters (more details about these parameters





hQ , and indicates the average power of the fading channel. As the figure
shows, the Rician fading channel has the best performance, and this is because of the
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Figure 3.11: ABER at 4 dB amplitude mismatch and 10◦ phase imbalance at STx or SRx
alone with perfect CSI or channel estimation errors that has CRLB variance.
LoS component. Here, the parameter K indicates the ratio between the LoS and non-LoS
power. In addition, there is about a 3 dB reduction at 10−3 ABER in the power gain for
the Beckmann channel-1 that has the same Rician parameters except that it has correlated
I and Q components. The same thing can be noticed between the Rayleigh channel and the
Beckmann-2 channel that has the same Rayleigh parameters except that it has correlated
I and Q components. The result in this figures indicates the importance of studying the
performance of the more general fading channel model (Beckmann) where most of the
well-known fading channel models can be considered as special cases of this one.
Figs. 3.15 and 3.16 illustrate the computational complexities of the proposed receivers
for 4-QAM, 8-QAM, 16-QAM, 32-QAM, and 64-QAM modulation schemes. These figures
demonstrate the number of real multiplications and summations which were calculated by
assuming that the frame time is equal to the coherence time, and the number of symbols per
frame is 1000. As expected, the blind receiver requires the minimum numbers of real mul-
tiplications and summations while the optimal one requires the largest numbers. Another
interesting result from this figure is that the WLE receiver has almost the same complexity
as the blind one even though there is a noticeable difference in their performances.
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Figure 3.12: The effect of number of pilots on the channel estimation error at Perfect I/Q
matching condition assuming σ2e = CRLB and PGN at the SRx.









Figure 3.13: The effect of number of pilots on the channel estimation error with imperfect
I/Q matching (βt,r = 10















Figure 3.14: The effect of channel parameters assuming σ2e = CRLB, PGN, and I/Q im-
paired transmitter and receiver where ξt,r=2 dB and βt,r =5
◦.












Figure 3.15: Number of multiplications of the proposed receivers assuming that the frame
size is 1000 symbols.
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Figure 3.16: Number of summations of the proposed receivers assuming that the frame size
is 1000 symbols.
3.7 Conclusion
This chapter presented an analytical framework to study the performance of a CR secondary
system that has I/Q imbalance, imperfect CSI and IGN. The performance of the system was
studied assuming Beckmann fading channels where most of the well-known fading channel
models can be considered as special cases of this assumption. It was shown that the I/Q
imbalance affects the system performance and this effect is maximized in case of imperfect
CSI. Two receivers were designed: an optimal receiver and a widely linear one, where their
performance was compared with the traditional ML receiver using different scenarios. It
was proven that the optimal receiver has the best performance, while the widely linear one
also out-performed the traditional one in all scenarios. Moreover, this work calculated the
exact PEP of these receivers and APEP for the optimal one. Exact Fisher information
matrix (FIM) and CRLB matrices were also calculated, proving that if the noise at the
SRx is PGN, then the CRLB elements are not correlated even if the I/Q imbalance changes
the Gaussian noise behavior from proper to improper.
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Chapter 4
QSM Under the Effects of I/Q
Imbalance, IGN and Imperfect CSI
4.1 Introduction and Related Works
The accelerated developments in mobile communication systems technology are moving
the world toward a fully connected network with new challenges, including an inevitable
trade-off between spectral efficiency and energy efficiency [88]. One of the key solutions
for this problem is MIMO techniques [89]. Since MIMO techniques ensure a remarkable
capacity gain, depending on the number of antennas, and provide high data rates as well,
they have played a major role in recent standards such as LTE, LTE-advanced, and world-
wide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX) [90]. MIMO systems, which enable
new deployments and architectures, will also be one of the key technologies in achieving 5G
demands [1,91]. Significant challenges of next-generation MIMO technology can be summa-
rized as follows: 1) design of multi-antenna transmission schemes with reduced complexity
and number of RF chains, 2) avoiding inter-antenna synchronization and ICI, 3) improving
energy efficiency (EE) [89].
In this context, SM has been introduced as a flexible solution to solve the main problems
of traditional MIMO communications [92]. SM extends the conventional two-dimensional
complex signal plane to a third dimension, which is called the spatial dimension. This
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unique approach is based on the idea of using the TA index as an extra information source.
Since only one TA is activated at each transmission time instant, i.e., only one RF chain is
operated; SM not only provides high EE but also eliminates the ICI and the requirement
for the synchronization of TAs. Moreover, a high SE is achieved as the transmitted symbol
carries a higher number of information bits at the same time duration [92]. A general
survey of the SM design framework and of its limitations were presented in [93].
SSK was presented as a simple model based on SM where only the antenna index
is used during the transmission, rather than the transmitted symbols themselves. This
absence of symbol information eliminates the need for APM techniques at the transceivers.
Consequently, this reduces the system complexity with keeping almost the same gain as
SM [72].
QSM has been recently proposed in [75] to further enhance the SE of SM. The receiver
complexity of SM and QSM schemes are equal and depends on the considered SE [75]. On
the other hand, in QSM, spatial constellation symbols of conventional SM are expanded
to include two spatial dimensions, each transmits the real and the imaginary parts of a
conventional APM data symbol, separately. Since this transmission procedure is realized
in an orthogonal manner, ICI is avoided in QSM as well. Additionally, the number of bits
conveyed by active TA indices is twice that of SM [75].
Several schemes based on the unique manner of SSK have been investigated in the
literature. For instance, an accurate framework for evaluating the performance of SSK
over Rayleigh fading channels in the presence of imperfect CSI was presented in [47], and
a simple asymptotic approximation for the error probability was also defined. The joint
impact of imperfect CSI and co-channel interference (CCI) on the performance of SSK
MIMO systems was investigated in [94]. Most recently, a general analytical SSK MIMO
system scheme, which considers the effects of HWIs and CCI, was introduced in [95], and
the deterioration effects of HWIs on SSK were proven. ML detector behavior in the presence
of IGN was considered for the first time in [65] and [66]. The work in [65] confirmed that,
exploiting the improperness of the Gaussian noise using the ML detector leads to decreasing
the error probability when detecting the binary signals. In [66], a general likelihood test
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was considered to detect the target patterns in multi-band spectral images. The results
showed that more computational time is required to detect the patterns when the system
is under the effect of IGN. In [96], the optimal ML receiver of single-input multiple-output
(SIMO) system is used to detect the quadrature amplitude modulation symbols affected
by IGN. It was shown that the ML receiver, under the assumption of IGN, outperforms
the one under the assumption of PGN.
The work in [97] proposed a low-complexity compensation scheme to tackle the impact
of I/Q imbalance at the base station for a massive MIMO system. In addition, the com-
pensation method was used to mitigate I/Q imbalance encountered in wideband mmWave
transmitters. Nevertheless, the effects of I/Q imbalance on SM techniques have not been
investigated adequately, yet. Surprisingly, I/Q imbalance effects on QSM transmission were
discussed in only one study in the literature. In [98], the performance of a QSM receiver
under the effects of I/Q imbalance was examined and the PEP and the ABER performance
were analyzed. However, this study was realized by utilizing a non-optimal solution under
the assumption of perfect CSI.
The performance of the QSM was evaluated over small-scale fading channels in [99]
and generalized fading scenarios in [100]. The issue of CCI and its negative impact on
the performance of the QSM system was studied in [101], and the obtained results proved
that QSM is superior to SM in the presence of CCI for the same system setup. The effect
of imperfect CSI on the overall system performance of the QSM receiver was discussed
in [102], and it was emphasized that the QSM system is considerably more robust to
channel estimation errors than the conventional SM system while achieving higher SE. In
addition to this, the results showed that, in the presence of imperfect CSI, QSM requires
3-5 decibel (dB) less signal power than the conventional SM for the same SE and error
performance without any additional receiver complexity.
Recent studies also focused on extending QSM communications to CR systems [48,
103], cooperative relaying systems [104], and exploring low-complexity detectors [105]. All
these studies converge on the point that QSM is a promising candidate for future wireless
communication systems [100]-[105]. Additionally, because future wireless standards are
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expected to be based on mmWave and large scale MIMO technologies, the combination of
mmWave and QSM schemes was studied in [106], and significant performance enhancements
were achieved under different system and channel configurations. In [107], capacity analysis
for the QSM scheme over a three-dimensional mmWave MIMO wireless communication
system was provided. The adoption of QSM for large-scale MIMO configurations was
presented in [108], where a low-complexity decoder was proposed and analyzed.
To the best of our knowledge, no work in the literature proposed an ideal receiver
design that can mitigate the effects of I/Q imbalance on QSM systems and accurately treat
the IGN at the receiver. Therefore, in this chapter, the traditional ML detector design is
accurately adapted for QSM systems that suffer from I/Q imbalance at the transmitter and
receiver sides in the presence of imperfect CSI at the receiver side. In addition, the AWGN
at the receiver is assumed to be IGN. An optimum ML detection method is proposed to
tackle the effects of self-interference and signal distortion caused by I/Q imbalance and
to treat the impact of IGN at the receiver in the proper way. Average PEP and ABER
are defined, and an asymptotic approximation is presented. The simulation results match
the analytical derivations which prove the presented analysis. At the end of this chapter,
we discuss the effect of IGN on the SSK receiver and propose the appropriate design that
accurately treat the IGN. The given results prove that the proposed optimal ML detector
design is superior to the traditional ML detector and successfully makes QSM robust against
the I/Q imbalance. Parts of the results in this chapter have been published in [32,54,109].
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 describes the QSM system
and channel models. Section 4.3 discusses the accumulative noise at the receiver. Section
4.4 provides the receiver design and performance analysis for the presented model. Section
4.6 describes the SSK system under the effect of IGN. Section 4.7 discusses the numerical
analysis and results. Finally, Section 4.8 concludes this chapter.
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Figure 4.1: The scheme of QSM wireless communication system employing a homodyne
architecture transceiver.
4.2 System and Channel Models
Consider a QSM wireless communication system employing a direct down-conversion (DDC),
also referred to as homodyne architecture transceiver in the RF front-end as given in Fig.
4.1. First of all, the incoming data stream q is partitioned into groups, each of which has
m = log2 (N
2
tM) bits at the transmitter side (M is modulation order of complex constel-
lations and Nt is the number of TAs). These groups are further divided into three blocks
of bits, where two of these blocks are used for spatial mapping and the remaining one is
used for ordinary signal mapping. Each signal bit block has log2 (M) bits and modulates
a conventional amplitude/phase modulation symbol, e.g., M -QAM.
During this homodyne up-conversion stage, the baseband digital signal xk, k = [1 , ..., M ],
is first converted to an analog signal. Then, xIk modulates the I part (cosine) of the carrier,
whereas xQk modulates the Q part (sine) of the carrier. After amplifying the I and Q parts
of the signal with power amplifiers (PAs), they are mapped into transmitter indices by
using spatial bits, which act as controllers to enable or disable the TAs at each specific
time instant by QSM demultiplexer. The RF signal goes through an Nr ×Nt sized fading
channel characterized by H (Nr is the number of receiver antennas). The columns of the
channel matrix, hi, represents the complex fading coefficients between the i
th transmitter
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and all receiver antennas, and hl,i represents the complex fading coefficients between the
ith transmitter and lth receiver antennas.
At the receiver side, the received signal is first amplified by a low-noise amplifier (LNA)
and then, quadrature mixing is applied by LO. Afterwards, the signal on each branch
passes through a LPF and an ADC converter, respectively. After all these operations,
the QSM detector recovers the whole information block (activated antenna indices and
the transmitted symbol). The noise vector n = [n1, ..., nNr ]
T at the receiver antennas
has uncorrelated and identical components at each receiver. Here, being identical means
that they have the same mean vector and covariance matrix. The noise at each receiver is

















4.2.1 Imperfect CSI Model
In practical MIMO systems, the channel matrix H is not known at the receiver side, and
a channel estimation algorithm is used to obtain the estimated channel matrix Ĥ. In the
presence of estimation error, one can write
H = Ĥ + He , (4.1)
where He is the channel estimation error matrix. However, as shown in Section 2.5, it is
assumed that the fading channel component hl,i and the estimated version of it ĥl,i are
jointly ergodic and stationary. Therefore, the related channel estimation error el,i can be



















Here, it is worth noting that σ2el,i indicates the quality of the estimation and can be chosen
depending on the channel dynamics and estimation methods.
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4.2.2 Transceiver I/Q Imbalance Model
Considering the frequency-independent I/Q imbalance model as shown in Section 2.6, the
transmitted signal can be given as
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(1 − ξtejβt) are I/Q imbalance parameters at the
transmitter. Here, ξt and βt represent the amplitude and the phase mismatches in the up-
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Considering the effects of the I/Q imbalance model at the receiver side, the received
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]∗
, (4.4)
where {i, q} ∈ {1, ..., Nt} and denote the indices of the activated QSM TAs, l = {1, ..., Nr}.
Here hl,i and hl,q are the corresponding complex channel coefficients, E is the transmit-














coefficients at the receiver. Here, where ξr and βr represent the amplitude and the phase
mismatches in the down-conversion process, respectively.
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Proof: See the Appendix B.1.
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4.3 Accumulative Noise at the Receiver
The accumulative noise is affected by the I/Q parameters at the transmitter and receiver,
the channel estimation error, and the noise at the receiver. If the noise at the receiver is
improper (which is the more general case), then the channel estimation error is assumed to
be improper as well. From (4.5), the noise component of yl, which is a zero-mean complex



































As explained in Section 2.2, the improper characteristics of a complex RV variable are
based on the existence of at least one of these two conditions: i) the real and imaginary
parts are correlated or ii) the real and imaginary parts do not have the same variance (non-
identical). In order to analyze the improper characteristics of ñl, these two conditions need
to be checked. It can be directly concluded that the accumulative noise is improper because
we assumed in our model that the noise ñl is improper. Based on this, the variances of the






































































where E{ñlI ñlQ} is given by


























Now, noting that the channel estimation errors el,i and el,q are uncorrelated and identical,














































































To understand the effects of I/Q imbalance on the accumulated noise at each receiver





















































As can be noted from the previous equations, the resulting accumulated noise is improper
noise even though the AWGN is proper. This means the traditional ML detector that
ignores the fact that the accumulated noise is improper can not work efficiently. Conse-
quently, there is a need to design an optimal receiver that can tackle this fact.
On the other hand, the useful signal part of (4.5) along with the I/Q imbalance effects
and fading characteristics is given by
























where p ∈ {1, ..., N2tM}. Considering the received useful signal component vector χ̃p and
the complex IGN vector ñ, (4.5) can be rewritten as
y =
√
Eχ̃p + ñ. (4.14)
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4.4 Optimal ML Receiver Design
It has been shown in the previous section that the accumulative noise at the receiver is
improper. In this section, an optimal ML detector is proposed for the presented QSM
wireless communication system operating under this practical condition.
Considering the general signal model in (4.14), the joint multivariate PDF of the real
part, yI , and the imaginary part, yQ, of the received signal can be derived that the I/Q



































The optimal ML detector is designed based on maximizing the following conditional prob-
ability for equiprobable symbols
p̂ = arg max
p
{fyI ,yQ(yI ,yQ|χ̃p)}. (4.16)
Using (4.15) and (4.16), a decision rule for optimal ML which jointly accounts the errors
in transmitter indices and symbols detection can be defined by


























At this point, it is worth noting that the traditional (blind) ML detector, which neglects
the improper characteristics of the accumulative noise and ignores the I/Q imbalance effects
under ideal hardware assumption, cannot provide an optimal solution for our system model
as we need to consider the amplitude imbalance ξr and the phase impairment βr. In the
case of using traditional ML detection, a non-optimal detector can be given by assuming
that χ̃p, which is under the effects of I/Q imbalance, has been sent and K1 and K2 are
unknown at the receiver side:
[̂i, q̂, x̂Ik, x̂
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4.5 Error Performance Analysis
4.5.1 Average Pairwise Error Probability
Considering the optimal ML detection rule given in (4.17), the PEP can be calculated
from (4.19) under the assumption of that χ̃p has been transmitted, while χ̂p is detected
























































































ˆ̃hq are the complex channel coefficients related to
detected TAs that transmit the real and imaginary parts of the detected signal x̂k. After











































= Pr(K > 0),
(4.20)








































































































. Based on this
expression, it can be said that PEP mainly depends on the Euclidean distance between
the transmitted and detected signal components, I/Q imbalance distortions, energy of the
signal, and the variance of the estimation error.
The APEP will be derived for Beckmann fading channels. Making no assumptions on
the statistics of the amplitudes and phases of the fading channel (i.e., allowing the real
and imaginary parts of the channel matrix elements to have different means and variances,
or being correlated) leads to a more general fading channel model, where most of the
well-known fading channel models can be considered as special cases. More details about
Beckmann fading channels can be found in Section 2.4. The elements of the channel matrix
H can be modeled as CN (µh,σ2h) where the mean vector and the covariance matrix of each






















Here, we assume that channel matrix elements are identical and independent. The columns
of the channel matrix, hi, represent the complex fading coefficients between the i
th trans-
mitter and all receiver antennas. The received signal experiences improper AWGN n =
[n1, ..., nNr ]
T as well.
Although the APEP can be defined by using the expected value of PEP expression of

















From (4.26), γ can be written using matrix form as γ = xTAx. Here x ∼ N (µx,σ2x) where
xT = [x1 x2], x1 = (χ̃
I
p − χ̂Ip), x2 = (χ̃Qp − χ̂Qp ), and A is the quadratic matrix. Assume,
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ρx = cov{x1x2}/(σx1σx2). (4.31)
Hence, γ has the PDF of a quadratic form of two correlated noncentral chi-squared RVs.
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where the eigenvalues λ1 and λ2, and the mean values b1 and b2 are calculated as in Section
2.3. In addition, this section shows how other channel models can be considered as a special
cases of Beckmann fading model. For example, (3.26) can be used if the fading channels
are Rayleigh fading channels. In this case, µx1 = µx2 = 0, σ
2
x1
= σ2x2 , and ρx = 0. Relaxing
the condition µx1 = µx2 = 0 to give the LoS competent µx1 = µx2 gives the Rician fading
channels. In light of this information, an exact closed-form expression of the APEP can be
calculated by using (4.24)-(4.32)












The above integration can be calculated by using a simple numerical integration technique.











Even though the exact expression of APEP given in (4.33) provides numerical evaluation of
the system performance; it does not present the effects of key parameters on the system’s
behavior. Hence, assuming that Es >> 1, an asymptotic APEP is introduced by using































, where Γ(·) is the Gamma func-






















It is clear from (4.36) that APEP depends on the number of receiver antennas, the
mean value of the received signal, energy of the transmitted signal and the variance of the
noise. In addition, the diversity gain g is equal to the number of receiver antennas as in
the case of perfect I/Q balance, and it can be calculated from the following expression





4.6 Imperfect CSI and IGN Effects on SSK
In SSK, only the antennas indices are used as the source of information, which means that
it can be treated as a special case of SM. However, the lack of a signal constellation grants
SSK substantial advantages over other SM techniques. The system complexity of SSK
is reduced, while the performance is almost the same as the traditional SM. The phase
and amplitude do not convey any data, which means it has a natural immunity to I/Q
imbalance effects. This section studies the joint effects of IGN and imperfect CSI on the
performance of SSK receiver. Particularly, an optimal ML detector is discussed, and a PEP
expression is derived. Additionally, an exact expression for CRLB is derived for evaluating
the channel estimation accuracy under the effect of IGN.
4.6.1 System and Channel Models
SSK transceiver model is basically defined as an Nt × Nr MIMO system, where Nt and
Nr are the numbers of transmitter and receiver antennas, respectively. First of all, the
transmitter maps m = log2Nt of equiprobable incoming bits into the index of a single
transmit antenna, which is activated for data transmission while all other transmit antennas
are kept silent [47]. Then, the signal is conveyed over an Nr×Nt complex wireless channel
H. Each element of H, shown by hi,j, stands for a complex fading channel gain between the
ith receive antenna and jth transmit antenna (i ∈ {1, ..., Nr}, j ∈ {1, ..., Nt}). Considering
that only one transmit antenna can be activated, the channel output can be given by
y =
√
Ehj + n, (4.38)
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where hj is the j
th column of the channel coefficients matrix H, i.e., hj = [h1,j, ..., hNr,j]
T ,
while E is the transmitted signal energy. In addition to this, n = [n1, ..., nNr ]
T is the
IGN vector that has independent improper Gaussian RVs. Besides, the estimated channel
coefficients at the receiver can be characterized as follows
hj = ĥj + ej, (4.39)
where ĥj is the j
th column of the estimated channel coefficients matrix, ĥj = [ĥ1,j, ..., ĥNr,j]
T ,
and ej is the j
th column of the channel estimation error vector, ej = [e1,j, ..., eNr,j]
T . In ad-
dition, ei,j is the channel estimation error between the i
th receive antenna and jth transmit
antenna, ei,j is also assumed to have improper Gaussian RVs.
4.6.2 Optimal ML Receiver





Eej + n︸ ︷︷ ︸
z
. (4.40)
From (4.40), it clear that z is a zero-mean improper RV and the variances of its real part
zI and imaginary part zQ are δ2I = Eσ
2
eI





+ σ2Q, respectively. Based
on that, the conditional joint PDF of the real part, yI , and the imaginary part, yQ, of the
































where ĥIj and ĥ
Q
j are the real and imaginary parts of ĥj, respectively, and ρ = cov{zIzQ}/(δIδQ).
Assuming that the channel inputs are equiprobable, the optimal ML detector is defined
based on maximizing the joint PDF given in (4.41) as follows
































By following the same steps as in Section 4.5, the conditional PEP of the proposed receiver














































. The accuracy of the proposed anal-













The APEP of the SSK receiver can also be found in the same way as QSM was in Section
4.5. From (4.43), λ can be written using matrix form as λ = vTBv. Here v ∼ N (0,σ2v),
where vT = [v1 v2], v1 = (ĥ
I








and σ2v2 = 2σ
2
ĥQ
, and ρv = cov{v1v2}/(σ2v1σ
2
v2









where the eigenvalues ψ1 and ψ2 are calculated as in Section 2.3. If the fading channels are































8 (1− ρ2) sin2 θ
)
dθ. (4.47)
The integration in (4.47) can be calculated by simple numerical integration techniques.






















Two interesting results can be drawn from (4.49). First, it is clear that the diversity
gain equals to the number of receive antennas (Nr). Second, the results match the results















The CRLB provides a lower bound for the variance of an unbiased estimator of a parameter.
In this section, an exact expression is derived for CRLB of the channel estimation in the
presence of IGN at the receiver side. This expression can be used as a benchmark to predict
and evaluate any estimator performance in the presence of IGN.
Assuming NP is the number of training pilots that used to estimate the channel, the















Proof: See the Appendix B.2.
4.6.4 Traditional (Blind) ML Receiver
The traditional ML detector is defined by using the traditional ML detection method which
ignores the improper characteristics of the noise. In this case, the traditional ML detector
for the SSK system is given as


















(4.51) can also be maximized by








The PEP of the traditional ML detector can be written under the assumption of equally
likely information as follows (note that y =
√
Ehj + n)









and it can be simplified to
APEPtra = Pr
{
E‖(ĥj − ĥk)‖2 +D < 0
}
, (4.54)
where D = 2
√
E<{nT (ĥj − ĥk)} is a Gaussian RV with zero mean and a variance of












Therefore, after some simplifications, the APEP of traditional SSK receiver can also be
written as
APEPtra = Q
√√√√ E‖ĥj − ĥk‖4















However, it is not easy to find the PDF of λtra. Therefore, the APEP for the traditional
case can be calculated by averaging the instantaneous PEP values over a large number of
channel realizations.
4.7 Numerical Analysis and Results
In this section, the effects of I/Q imbalance at transmitter and receiver, imperfect CSI,
IGN, channel model, diversity gain, and modulation order on the performance of the QSM
wireless communication system are studied and analyzed. Considering the aforementioned
QSM receiver design, comprehensive computer simulations were carried out to validate
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the analytical results and assess the system performance. Unless specified otherwise, 4-
QAM modulation is used. The computer simulations are performed under Rayleigh fading
channel conditions and the receiver is affected by PGN n ∼ CN (0, 1). Moreover, for a
fair comparison, the transmitted signal energy is normalized by (|xiG1 + x∗iG2|2). All the
comparisons are made against a system with perfect I/Q balance. In addition, the ABER
is presented for the SNR values between 0-30 dB, and computer simulations are realized
using at least 106 symbols transmitted for each SNR value.
Fig. 4.2 shows the simulation and numerical results where APEP of the optimal receiver
were calculated using (4.32) and (4.33) with simulation parameters µhI = .001, µhQ = .05,
σ2hI = 0.4, σ
2
hQ = 0.6, ρh = −0.3, σ
2
nI = 0.7, σ
2
nQ = 0.3, ρn = 0.3 σ
2
eI = 0.001, σ
2
eQ = 0.002,
ρe = 0.3, ξt,r = −1.5 dB, and βt,r = 5◦ . These parameters were chosen using general fading
channel model (Beckmann model) with imperfect CSI, general Gaussian noise conditions
(IGN), and I/Q impaired transmitter and receiver. Four cases were considered which
match with the four channel transmitted and detected channels indices possibilities in
(4.27)-(4.31). It is clear that the simulation results match with the analytical results in all
cases which validates the analysis.
Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 show the performance of a 2×2 QSM system affected by I/Q imbalance
at the transmitter side only, with perfect CSI and PGN at the receiver side. Fig. 4.3 shows
the results of fixing the phase mismatch at 5◦ while varying the amplitude imbalance
between 0.6, 1.2, and 2 dB. It shows a minor impact of I/Q imbalance on the optimal
receiver while this impact is very dramatic for the blind one. In addition, it is clear that, in
the higher SNR region, the blind receiver performance saturates, leading to an error floor
and zero power gain. In Fig. 4.4, the ABER is plotted by fixing the amplitude mismatch
at 0.3 dB while the phase imbalance changes between 5◦, 10◦, and 15◦. It shows that the
optimal receiver can completely resist phase mismatching effect at the transmitter side. In
addition, as in the amplitude imbalance case, in the high SNR region, the blind receiver’s
performance saturates, leading to an error floor and zero power gain.
Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 show the performance of 2×2 QSM system affected by I/Q imbalance
at the receiver side only and assuming perfect CSI and PGN. Fig. 4.5 shows the results of
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Figure 4.2: APEP of QSM system over Beckmann channels conditions with perfect CSI,
PGN, and I/Q impaired transmitter and receiver.
fixing the phase mismatch at 5◦ while varying the amplitude imbalance between 0.6, 1.2,
and 2 dB, and Fig. 4.6 illustrates the results of fixing the amplitude mismatch to 0.3 dB
while the phase imbalance changes between 5◦, 10◦ and 15◦. It can be seen from these
figures that the optimal receiver outperforms the blind one and can resist the amplitude
and phase mismatching effects completely. Finally, the blind receiver has an extremely poor
performance at high values of the amplitude or phase mismatching. This can be noticed
in the higher SNR regions of both figures, where the performance saturates, leading to an
error floor and zero power gain. From Figs. 4.3-4.6, phase imbalance at the transmitter
and receiver sides have almost the same impact on the QSM system when using 4-QAM
modulation. While the amplitude imbalance has more effect at the transmitter side.
Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 illustrate two QSM configurations. One configuration considers 2× 2
MIMO setup with 16-QAM modulation achieving a spectral efficiency of 6 bps/Hz. Sim-
ilar spectral efficiency is also achieved with 4 × 2 MIMO setup and 4-QAM modulation.
The results in these figures have patterns similar to the previous figures and confirm the
superiority of the proposed receiver. The remarkable finding here is that, the effects of I/Q
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Figure 4.3: 2× 2 QSM MIMO system with 4-QAM modulation in the presence of different
levels of amplitude imbalance at the transmitter side with fixed βt = 5
◦.
imbalance are more critical in case of 2×2 even though the receivers in both figures achieve
the same spectral efficiencies. This appears as 1 dB gain difference of the optimal receiver
performance at 10−3 ABER when ξt,r = 1 dB.
Fig. 4.9 illustrates the ABER performance of 4 × 1, 4 × 2, and 4 × 4 QSM MIMO
systems with 4-QAM modulation in the presence of ξt,r=0.3 dB and βt,r =5
◦ I/Q imbalance
parameters. As this figure shows, the diversity order in the case of optimal receiver is Nr,
and increasing the SNR enhances the system performance. This gain can be seen where
the ABER results at high SNR have gains of 1, 2, and 3 for Nr=1, Nr=2, and Nr=3,
respectively. On the other hand, increasing the SNR has no impact on the ABER in the
case of the blind receiver, which leads to an error floor and a diversity order of zero.
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Figure 4.4: 2× 2 QSM MIMO system with 4-QAM modulation in the presence of different
levels of angle mismatches at the transmitter side with fixed ξt=0.3 dB.















Figure 4.5: 2× 2 QSM MIMO system with 4-QAM modulation in the presence of different
levels of amplitude imbalance at the receiver side with fixed βr = 5
◦.
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Figure 4.6: 2× 2 QSM MIMO system with 4-QAM modulation in the presence of different
levels of angle mismatches at the receiver side with fixed ξr=0.3 dB.













Figure 4.7: 2×2 QSM MIMO system with 16-QAM modulation in the presence of different
levels of I/Q imbalance.
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Figure 4.8: 4× 2 QSM MIMO system with 4-QAM modulation in the presence of different
levels of I/Q imbalance.
Fig. 4.10 shows the effects of channel parameters (more details about these parameters





hQ , and indicates the average power of the fading channel. As the figure shows, the
channel parameters have the same effects on both receivers. Here, Rician fading channel
has the worst performance, and this is because it has the minimum variance and the QSM
system relies strongly on the difference in the channel conditions to transmit the spatial
bits. Here, the parameter K indicates the ratio between the LoS and non-LoS power. There
is about a 5 dB difference at 10−3 ABER in the power gain between the Rayleigh channel
and the Beckmann-2 channel that has the same Rayleigh parameters except that it has
correlated I and Q components. On the other hand, the correlation has less effect when
there is a strong LoS channel path as can be seen by the very small reduction in the power
gain for the Beckmann channel-1 that has the same Rician parameters except that it has
correlated I and Q components.
Fig. 4.11 illustrates the performance of 2× 2 QSM MIMO system under the effects of
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Figure 4.9: 4 × 1, 4 × 2, and 4 × 4 QSM MIMO systems with 4-QAM modulation in the
presence of I/Q imbalance where ξt,r=0.3 dB and βt,r =5
◦.
different levels of imperfect CSI when ξt,r = 0.3 dB and βt,r = 5
◦. This figure shows that
the imperfect CSI has a big impact on both receivers, where the performance saturates in
the high SNR region, leading to an error floor and zero power gain. Comparing the results
here with the previous one shows that small values of σ2e has a significant effect on the
performance of the optimal receiver and its performance become as worse as the blind one
with higher values of σ2e .
Fig. 4.12 shows the effect of IGN on 2 × 2 QSM MIMO system. Here, the I/Q com-
ponents are perfect matching. The results in this figure agree with the one in Section. 3.6
and can be interpreted from (4.24) where term inside the Q-function goes to Q(∞) and the
error probability goes to zero in two cases; case 1, when the correlation factor ρn goes to
one, because in this case, the denominator goes to zero, case 2, when one of the variances
(σ2nI or σ
2
nQ goes to zero because in this case, the numerator goes to ∞). This trend is not
valid for the blind receiver.
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Figure 4.10: ABER performance of 2× 2 QSM system over Beckmann channels when the
transmitter and receiver under the effect of I/Q imbalance (ξt,r=0.3 dB and βt,r =5
◦).











Figure 4.11: ABER performance of 2 × 2 QSM with different levels of improper channel
estimation errors when ξt,r=0.3 dB and βt,r =5
◦.
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In Fig. 4.13, the ABER performance of two 2×2 SSK MIMO system receivers are given





= σ2Q/E at different values of σ
2
I ,






Q=1). This result in this figures agrees with the one in Fig.
4.12 where increasing the improperness (i.e more the difference between σ2I and σ
2
Q values
or higher ρ values) of the noise does not provide considerable performance enhancement for
the sub-optimal detector, it noticeably increases the performance of the optimal one; for
instance, approximately 4 dB improvement is ensured on the performance of the optimal
receiver design for σ2I = 0.2 and ρ = 0.7 case when ABER = 10
−3.
Finally, the ABER performance evaluation of the optimal 2 × 2 SSK MIMO receiver




at different numbers of pilots (1, 3, 5, 7 and 10) is presented in Fig. 4.14. This figure helps
not only to evaluate the system performance but also predict the estimator performance.
The perfect CSI is also included to the figure for comparison. It can be noticed that
increasing number of pilots enhances the system performance. This estimator can work as
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a benchmark to find the CRLB variances of σ2eI and σ
2
eQ
under the effect of IGN.









Figure 4.13: ABER performance of the SSK-MIMO system in the presence of imperfect
CSI and IGN: red, blue, green and black curves represent the cases of σ2I = 0.5, ρ = 0;
σ2I = 0.2, ρ = 0; σ
2
I = 0.5, ρ = 0.7 and σ
2
I = 0.2, ρ = 0.7, respectively.









Figure 4.14: ABER performance of the optimal 2× 2 SSK MIMO system under the effect
of IGN using CRLB at different number of pilots (Np) where σ
2
I = 0.2, ρ = 0.7, respectively.
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4.8 Conclusion
The importance of considering the I/Q imbalance effects, channel estimation errors, and
IGN for the future QSM wireless communication systems has been pointed out in this
chapter. An optimal ML detector design has been proposed to make QSM systems effective
against the deterioration effects of I/Q imbalance in the presence of IGN and imperfect CSI.
Besides, the effect of IGN on SSK systems which have a natural immunity to I/Q imbalance
effects has been studied. Specifically, exact closed-form of APEPs have been derived and
asymptotic bounds have been provided for both systems. In addition, an exact closed
form CRLB expression is calculated for evaluating the channel estimation accuracy in the
presence of IGN
The systems performances have been evaluated over Beckmann channels via analytical
derivations as well as computer simulations. The obtained results have shown that the
proposed optimal receiver of QSM successfully reduces the effects of I/Q imbalance to the
minimum. The results also showed that the optimal SSK receiver outperforms the sub-




Down-link NOMA Networks in the
Presence of I/Q imbalance, IGN and
Imperfect SIC
5.1 Introduction and Related Works
NOMA has recently attracted a significant amount of attention from researchers because
its performance eclipses that of OMA. By serving multiple users at the same time and
with the same frequency, NOMA effectively increases the spectral efficiency. This in turn
allows a massive number of connections to be granted, hence fulfilling 5G communication
requirements. In addition, NOMA maintains user fairness through flexible power control
between strong and weak users. NOMA also offers low transmission latency without the
prerequisite of scheduling time from users to the base station [111]. Alongside academia,
NOMA has received remarkable attention from industry [112].
Hardware impairments, such as in-phase and I/Q imbalance in the RF front-end, im-
perfect high-power amplifiers manufacturing, and the low noise amplifier non-linearities
can dramatically degrade the communication system’s performance [13, 14]. The impact
of hardware impairments on cooperative NOMA systems was studied in [113, 114]. It
was observed that residual interferences caused by full-duplex and non-ideal hardware can
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decrease the system capacity and severely degrade the system performance. The results
in [114] showed that the loop self interference caused by the relay has a big impact on
the ergodic rate performance. It also proposed a full duplex cooperative NOMA system
which can improve the ergodic rate performance of the users compared with the half duplex
cooperative NOMA system. The work in [115] considered a simultaneous wireless informa-
tion and power transfer NOMA network. The results also showed that the performance of
system is limited by imperfect SIC and HWIs. In particular, it causes error floor for the
outage probability and zero diversity order.
The performance of NOMA systems under the effects of transmitter/receiver I/Q imbal-
ance was considered in [116] and [117]. It was shown that in multi-carrier NOMA systems
both the SIC and the orthogonality of the subcarriers are compromised, leading to signifi-
cant performance degradation. Moreover, it was shown that I/Q imbalance can change the
optimum power splitting ratio and hence compromise the efficiency of multi-carrier NOMA
systems. In [118], it was shown that I/Q imbalance leads to a considerable degradation
on the system bit error rate (BER). Moreover, the degradation level depends on the power
allocation ratio, the total number of users, and the users’ orders. However, this work de-
pended only on Monte Carlo simulations without presenting any mathematical models or
performance analysis.
The works in [119] and [120] investigated the joint effects of I/Q imbalance and imperfect
SIC on NOMA systems. The work in [119] showed that a noticeable decrease in the BER
can result from I/Q imbalance. Besides, the diversity order achieved by NOMA users
is preserved under certain I/Q imbalance scenarios. Even though this work offered an
interesting analysis but it was assumed that the NOMA users are unaware of the I/Q
imbalance parameters. The work in [120] showed that for cooperative NOMA systems I/Q
imbalance has a noticeable effect on their outage probability, as well as on the ergodic sum
rate in moderate and high SNR regions.
To the best of our knowledge, no work in the literature proposed an ideal receiver design
that can mitigate the effects of I/Q imbalance on NOMA systems. Therefore, this chapter
studies the performance of two user power-domain down-link NOMA systems under the
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joint effects of receiver I/Q imbalance and imperfect SIC. In particular, an optimal receiver
design that can mitigate the effects of I/Q imbalance is presented and examined. A closed-
form expression for the PEP of both users is also derived. The simulation results validate
the presented analysis and prove that the proposed design outperforms the traditional one.
The obtained results in this chapter have been published in [121].
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 describes the system and
channel models. Section 5.3 provides the receiver designs and the performance analysis for
the presented models. Section 5.4 discusses the numerical analysis and results. Finally,
Section 5.5 concludes this chapter.
5.2 System and Channel Models
5.2.1 Power-domain NOMA System
Power-domain NOMA systems separate the users in the power domain by allocating differ-
ent power levels for them according to their channel conditions. On the transmitter side,
superposition coding can be applied. On the other hand, the receiver side exploits the
difference between power levels by utilizing SIC [5,6].
This work focuses on power-domain down-link NOMA systems with one base station and
two users (U1 and U2) as shown in Fig. 5.1. The channel coefficients between the users and
the base station are h1 and h2, and the allocated powers for the users are P1 = (1−α)Pt and
P2 = αPt, where Pt represents the total transmitted power. Based on NOMA conventions
and assuming, without loss of generality, that |h1|2 > |h2|2 (i.e., U1 has a stronger channel
condition than U2), U2 is granted a higher transmitted power than U1 (i.e., P2 > P1). Here,
h1 = g1d
κ
1 and h2 = g2d
κ
2 , where d1 and d2 are the distances between the base station
and the users, κ is the path loss exponent, and g1 and g2 are modeled as independently
distributed Rayleigh flat fading channels.
U1 can decode its desired signal after canceling the decoded signal of U2 using SIC. On
the other hand, decoding U2’s desired signal is straightforward, as the interference imposed
by U1 is minimal and can be considered as noise. Assuming that perfect I/Q balance at U1
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Figure 5.1: Two users power-domain down-link NOMA systems under the effect of I/Q
imbalance.

















treated as a noise
+ n2, (5.2)
where (i, k ∈ {1, 2, ....,M}), M is the modulation order, s1i and s2k are the transmitted sym-





SIC is achieved at the receiver by detecting the strongest signal first, and then subtracting
it from the combined signal, thereby detecting the desired signal by treating the weaker
signals as noise. In the presence of imperfect SIC, the channel estimation is essential to
cancel the effect of the received interference signal from different users. In this regard,
inaccurate calculation of the channel estimates results in residual cancellation interference
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which limits the capacity of the wireless system [122]. Assuming that the SIC process at U1’s
receiver is imperfect, the cancellation error e can be modeled using Gaussian approximation






5.2.3 Transceiver I/Q Imbalance Model
In practical systems, the hardware imperfections that may appear at the phase-shifter, LO,
and the I/Q mixer can cause phase and/or amplitude imbalance. Phase imbalance occurs
when the angle between the I and Q parts is not perpendicular. Amplitude imbalance occurs
when the gain of the I and Q parts are not perfectly matched. The system performance is
dramatically affected due to the I/Q imbalance which corrupts the transmitted signal at
the transmitter side and the received signal at the receiver side.
From Section 2.6, considering the effects of I/Q imbalance at the transmitter, the im-
paired transmitted signal of si can be given as






jβt) and G2 =
1
2
(1 − ξtejβt) are I/Q imbalance parameters at the
transmitter. Here βt and ξt model the phase and amplitude imbalance, respectively. Con-
sidering the total effects of I/Q imbalance and the SIC at the users, the received impaired
























































the I/Q imbalance parameters. Here, ξr and βr represent amplitude and phase imbalance
parameters, respectively.
In (5.5), we assume that U1’s receiver is aware of the I/Q imbalance parameters. Based
on this, the signal of U2 and its image are subtracted from the received signal through SIC
and the the cancellation error is modeled by e. ψ in (5.5) is an improper Gaussian RV




















2 and Kd = K
I
1 −KI2 . It can be seen that, ψI and ψQ are correlated









= − sin(βr). (5.8)
Moreover, η in (5.6) is an improper Gaussian RV where its real and imaginary parts have






















= − sin(βr). (5.10)
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5.3 Receiver Design and Performance Analysis
Based on the previous discussion, I/Q imbalance changes the characteristics of the received
signal, thereby requiring a more sophisticated receiver design. This section proposes and
analyzes a receiver design that can tackle this problem, and also compares its performance
with the traditional one.
5.3.1 Optimal Down-link NOMA Receiver Designs
In this section, an optimal ML receiver’s design is proposed for the presented two-users
NOMA system, where both users have I/Q imbalance and the first user suffers from im-
perfect SIC. The main idea of the proposed design is to tackle the effects of I/Q imbalance
on the signal and noise parts at U1 and U2.
At U1, the optimal receiver detects the transmitted signal from the received one in (5.5)





rather than Ŝ1i =
√
P1h1s1i for the traditional receiver. In addition, this design exploits
the fact that the resulted noise is improper. In like manner, the optimal receiver at U2




∗))∗], rather than S̃2k =
√
P2h2s2k in
case of the traditional receiver. In addition, this design exploits the fact that the resulted
noise is improper.
First User
Considering the received signal model in (5.5), and assuming that the I/Q imbalance pa-
rameters are known at the receiver, the joint PDF of the real part yIQI1
I
, and the imaginary
part yIQI1
Q



























, and µ̂i = [√P1Ŝ1iI √P1Ŝ1iQ]T .
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The primary task of the U1 ML receiver is to choose which s1i was transmitted among M
hypotheses. Assuming that the transmitted symbols are equally likely, the optimal receiver
is designed based on maximizing the joint PDF. Maximizing the joint PDF in (5.11) is
equivalent to minimizing the following argument
ŝ1i = arg min
i=1,...,M
[
(y1 − µ̂i)TΣ−1(y1 − µ̂i)
]
. (5.12)
Conditional PEP: From (5.12), the probability of detecting s1j at U1 given that the trans-
mitted symbol was s1i is given by
PEP1opt = Pr
([




(y1 − µ̂j)TΣ−1(y1 − µ̂j)
])
. (5.13)
After some algebraic simplification, and assuming that ∆S1
T =
[
(Ŝ1i − Ŝ1j)I (Ŝ1i − Ŝ1j)Q
]
,













To gain more insight into the effects of I/Q imbalance on the system performance,
consider the case where perfect CSI, and the in-phase and quadrature-phase components








In addition, the real and imaginary parts of ψ become uncorrelated (i.e., ρψ = 0). As a
result ψ becomes a proper Gaussian RV. Based on this, Σ−1 in (5.14) becomes a diagonal







This is a well-known formula for the user with the strongest channel conditions of the
traditional NOMA system (U1 in our system model), which validates the presented analysis.
The APEP will be calculated considering the Beckmann fading channels. More de-
tails about Beckmann fading channels can be found in Section 2.4. h can be modeled as
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2 + [NQi + N̂
Q
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ρx = cov{x1x2}/(σx1σx2). (5.16)
Hence, γopti has the PDF of a quadratic form of two correlated noncentral chi-squared RVs.


















where the eigenvalues λ1 and λ2, and the mean values b1 and b2 are calculated as in Section
2.3. In addition, this section shows how other channel models can be considered as a special
cases of Beckmann fading model.














The integration in (5.18) can be calculated numerically.
Second User
Considering the received signal model in (5.6), the noise at U2 has the term S̃1i. This term
relates to U1’s transmitted signal and is not considered when U2 detects its signal. Based
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on this, the PDF of yIQI2 depends only on the noise part η. From (5.6), the joint PDF of



























, and µ̃k = [√P2S̃2kI √P2S̃2kQ]T .
As explained, U2’s receiver chooses which s2k was transmitted among M possibilities. As-
suming that the transmitted symbols are equally likely, the optimal receiver is designed
based on minimizing the following argument
ŝ2k = arg min
k=1,...,M
[
(y2 − µ̃k)T∇−1(y2 − µ̃k)
]
. (5.20)
It can be seen from (5.20) that, U1’s transmitted signal is not known and treated as a noise
at U2. This agrees with (5.2). i.e., power-domain NOMA’s assumption that treats the
signals of lower power orders as a noise.
Conditional PEP: From (5.20), the probability of detecting s2k at U2 given that the
transmitted symbol was s2q is given by
PEP2opt = Pr
([




(y2 − µ̃q)T∇−1(y2 − µ̃q)
])
(5.21)
Here, to find the PEP2opt analytically, we need the characteristics of the accumulative noise.
These characteristics depend on the term S̃1i. This term is related to U1’s transmitted sig-
nal. Based on this, the conditional error probability should be calculated. The conditional
probability of detection error at U2, i.e., detecting s2q given that the transmitted symbol





∣∣ s1i) P (s1i), (5.22)
Noting that these conditional probabilities are equally likely to occur with probability equal









Based on this, the probability of detecting s2q at U2 given that the transmitted symbols













(y2 − µ̃q)T∇−1(y2 − µ̃q)
]) ∣∣∣ s1i).
(5.24)
After some algebraic simplification, and assuming that ∆S2
T =
[































It is clear from the PDF of γ2opti that it is very difficult to find a closed-form expression for
the average PEP2opt. Thus, the average is calculated numerically by averaging the PEP2opt
over a large number of channel realizations for each SNR value.
5.3.2 Traditional (Blind) NOMA Receivers
The traditional receiver can be defined as a one that utilizes the ML receiver to detect the
received signal as if no I/Q imbalance exists at NOMA users, even in the case where it
does. This receiver also ignores the fact that the noise at the receivers is IGN.
First User
The traditional receiver of the first user depends on minimizing the following statement
ŝ1i = arg min
i=1,...,M
{∣∣yIQI1 −√P1h1s1i∣∣2. (5.26)
Now, it should be noted that U1’s receiver is unaware of the I/Q imbalance parame-
ters. Based on this, only
√
P2h1s2k is subtracted form the y
IQI
1 through SIC (rather than
√
P2[h1K1(G1s2k +G2s2k
∗) + h∗1K2(G1s2k +G2s2k





























Conditional PEP: From (5.26), the probability of detecting s1j at U1 given that the
transmitted symbol was s1i is given by
PEP1tra = Pr
(∣∣yIQI1 −√P1h1s1i∣∣2 > ∣∣yIQI1 −√P1h1s1j∣∣2). (5.28)
Now, to find the PEP1tra analytically, we should note that it depends on s2k which is
unknown at U1. Based on this, the summation of the conditional probabilities can be
used. The probability of detection error at U1, i.e., detecting s1j given that the transmitted
















(∣∣yIQI1 −√P1h1s1i∣∣2 > ∣∣yIQI1 −√P1h1s1j∣∣2) ∣∣∣ s2k
)
. (5.30)
























(h1s1i − h1s1j)I (h1s1i − h1s1j)Q
]
, and ϑk = |Ŝ1i +
√
(P2/P1)S̄2k − h1s1i|2 −
|Ŝ1i+
√
(P2/P1)S̄2k−h1s1j|2, and [S̄2k = h1K1(G1s2k +G2s2k∗) + h∗1K2(G1s2k +G2s2k∗)∗−
h1s2k].
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If it is assumed that in-phase and quadrature-phase are perfectly matched, in this case
the traditional receiver must have the same performance as the optimal one. This can be
proven by noting that in this case S̄2k = 0 and Ŝ1i = h1s1i. Also, Σ becomes a diagonal
matrix. Based on this, the error probability in (5.31) can be greatly simplified as in (5.15),
which validates the presented analysis.
Second User
Following the same way of calculating the PEP of U1 and starting from (5.6), The traditional
receiver of the second user depends on minimizing the following statement
ŝ2k = arg min
k=1,...,M
{∣∣yIQI2 −√P1h1s2k∣∣2. (5.32)
Conditional PEP: From (5.32), the probability of detecting s2q at U2 given that the trans-
mitted symbol was s2k is given by
PEP2tra = Pr
(∣∣yIQI2 −√P1h1s1k∣∣2 > ∣∣yIQI2 −√P1h1s1q∣∣2). (5.33)
Now, depending on the analysis in (5.22)-(5.24) and after some mathematical simplifica-
























I − (h2s2q)I (h2s2k)Q − (h2s2q)Q
]
, and ωi = |S̃2k + (P1/P2)S̃1i −
h2s2k|2 − |S̃2k + (P1/P2)S̃1i − h2s2q|2.
As it appears from (5.31) and (5.34), it is complicated to find closed-form expressions
either for the average PEP1tra or for PEP2tra. Based on that, their averages are calculated
numerically by averaging over a large number of channel realizations for each SNR value.
5.3.3 BER Calculations
BER of optimal and traditional users’ receivers can be obtained using a well-known union












where N(χi, χ̂i) is the number of error bits associated with the corresponding pairwise error
event, M is the modulation order, and B ∈ {U1opt,U1sub,U2opt,U2sub}.
5.4 Numerical Analysis and Results
This section investigates the effects of I/Q imbalance on down-link NOMA systems with two
users. Comprehensive Monte Carlo simulations were carried out to validate the analytical
results and to assess the system’s performance. Unless specified otherwise, a SISO system
scenario with 4-QAM modulation is assumed, a power allocation factor of α = 0.8 and
Rayleigh fading channel conditions with σ2h1 = 4 and σ
2
h1 = 1 is used. Both users are
affected by PGN n ∼ CN (0, 1) and perfect SIC is assumed at the U1. Moreover, for a
fair comparison, the transmitted power of U1 is normalized by (|xiG1 + x∗iG2|2) and the
transmitted power of U2 is normalized by (|xkG1 + x∗kG2|2). All the comparisons are made
against a system with perfect I/Q balance. Finally, the simulation results of the ABER are
plotted against the SNR for all figures using (5.35).
Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 show that the simulation and analytical results when the average PEP
is calculated numerically by averaging the conditional PEP over a large number of channel
realizations for both the optimal and the traditional receivers of U1 and U2 at different
values of power allocation coefficients. In addition, the closed form of average PEP1opt is
plotted in this figure. The channels of U1 and U2 are Beckmann fading channels where





= 1.4, ρh1 = 0.3,






= 0.3, and ρh2 = 0.3. These figures prove that the simulation results match the
analytical analysis for both users, which validates the given analysis. The performance of
U1’s receivers saturates in the high SNR region because of the channel estimation error.
Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 demonstrate the effects of I/Q imbalance at the transmitter and
receiver of U1, respectively, at three different levels of I/Q imbalance. The amplitude
imbalance and phase mismatch values for these levels are ξr = 0.6 dB, βr = 3
◦, ξr = 1.2 dB,
βr = 5
◦, ξr = 2 dB, βr = 8
◦. This figure shows that, as expected, the level of performance
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Figure 5.2: APEP of U1 at 1 dB amplitude mismatch and 5
◦ phase imbalance when µh1I =
0.1, µh1Q = 0.2, σ
2
h1
I = 0.6, σ
2
h1
Q = 1.4, ρh1 = 0.3, and σ
2
e = 0.002.
degradation increases with the level of I/Q imbalance increases. Moreover, the optimal
receiver can totally mitigate the effects of I/Q imbalance at the receiver side while there
is a minor degradation (less than 0.5 dB) of its performance when the transmitter has a
high level of imbalance. In contrast, the traditional receiver shows poor performance in
both figures. Key results in these figures can be explained by noting two points from (5.5)
and (5.27). First, in the noise part of (5.5), only the imperfect SIC term is maximized
when it is multiplied by P2, which minimizes I/Q imbalance effects at U1. This is not
the case for the traditional receiver where only the term
√






∗) + h∗1K2(G1s2k + G2s2k
∗)∗], which maximize I/Q
imbalance effects. Second, the optimal receiver detects the transmitted signal from the








∗) in Fig. 5.5 as opposed to Ŝ1i =
√
P1h1s1i which is
used in both figures for the traditional receiver.
filling
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Figure 5.3: APEP of U2 at 1 dB amplitude mismatch and 5
◦ phase imbalance when µh2I =
0.1, µh2Q = 0.05, σ
2
h2
I = 0.2, σ
2
h2
Q = 0.3, and ρh2 = 0.3.
Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 illustrate the effects of I/Q imbalance at the transmitter and receiver
of U2, respectively, at the same three levels of I/Q imbalance used in the previous analysis
for U1. As with U1, the optimal receiver of U2 outperforms the traditional one. However
unlike with U1, the noise term [K1(h2s1) +K2(h2s1)
∗] in (5.6) is multiplied by P1, which
maximizes the effects of I/Q imbalance when the transmitted power is increased (P1 = α ∗
Pt). Consequently degrading the performance of both receivers. This degradation appears
worse for the traditional receiver because the optimal receiver detects the transmitted








∗) in Fig. 5.7 as opposed to Ŝ2k =
√
P2h1s2k which is
used for the traditional receiver.
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Figure 5.4: ABER performance of U1 when the transmitter under the effects of different
levels of I/Q imbalances and α = 0.8.









Figure 5.5: ABER performance of U1 when the receiver under the effects of different levels
of I/Q imbalances and α = 0.8.
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Figure 5.6: ABER performance of U2 when the transmitter under the effects of different
levels of I/Q imbalances and α = 0.8.
Figs. 5.8 and 5.9 display the ABER of NOMA users for different values of power
allocation coefficient values. It can be seen in these figures that the ABER of NOMA
users depends on the power allocation among the users. Three points can be drawn from
these figures. First, the contrast in performance between the optimal and the traditional
receiver for the same I/Q imbalance level depends on the users’ power allocation. This
contrast varies among the users’ orders. Second, there is a trade off in the performance
of U2’s traditional receiver in the presence of I/Q imbalance where increasing the power





∗))∗] and S̃2k =
√
P2h2s2k) while decreasing it increases the
noise level caused by U1. This trade-off appears at 30 dB SNR in Fig. 5.9; for lower region
of SNR the noise level is smaller when α = 0.8 while it is larger for higher region of SNR
for the same α. The opposite occurs when α = 0.7.
Fig. 5.10 illustrates performance of U1 under the effect of different levels of imperfect
SIC when ξt,r = 1 dB and βt,r = 5
◦. This figure shows that the imperfect SIC has big
impact on both receivers, where the performance saturates in the high SNR region, leading
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Figure 5.7: ABER performance of U2 when the receiver under the effects of different levels
of I/Q imbalances and α = 0.8.
to an error floor and zero power gain. The saturation happen with small values of σ2e even
when using the optimal receiver. However, the effect of imperfect SIC has more impact in
case of the blind receiver.
Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 study the effects of channel parameters (more details about these
parameters can be found in Section 2.4). For a fair comparison, Ω = 2 for all channels in






hQ , and indicates
the average power of the fading channel. The results in both figures agree with the one in
Section. 3.6 where the Rician fading channel has the best performance, and this is because
of the LoS component. In addition, the channel correlation factor reduces the power gain
as can be seen between the Rician and Beckmann channel-1. The same thing can also be
seen between the Rayleigh channel and the Beckmann-2. The ABER of U1 optimal receiver
saturate in the high SNR region even in the presence of LoS component.
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Figure 5.8: ABER performance of U1 when using different power allocation factors.











Figure 5.9: ABER performance of U2 when using different power allocation factors.
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Figure 5.10: ABER performance of U1 under the effects of different imperfect SIC levels
when ξt,r = 1 dB and βt,r = 5
◦.











Figure 5.11: U1’s optimal receiver performance over Beckmann fading channels with im-
perfect SIC (σ2e = .001) and I/Q impaired transmitter and receiver (ξt,r=1.5 dB, βt,r =5
◦).
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Figure 5.12: U2’s optimal receiver performance over Beckmann fading channels with I/Q
impaired transmitter and receiver (ξt,r=1.5 dB, βt,r =5
◦).
5.5 Conclusion
This chapter presented an analytical framework to study the performance of a down-link
NOMA system under the effects of I/Q imbalance and imperfect SIC. It was shown that I/Q
imbalance affects the system performance, and this effect can be critical to some users. An
optimal receiver that can resist the I/Q imbalance and has almost the same performance
regardless of the level of I/Q imbalance was designed for each user. In addition, it was
shown that the contrast in performance between the optimal and the traditional receivers
for the same I/Q imbalance level depends on the users’ power allocation factor. The SIC
has a significant impact on the users with stronger channel conditions and can lead to noise
floor in the high SNR region even when using our proposed optimal receiver.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis studies the effects of HWIs on some promising wireless systems. In particular,
it covers the effects of I/Q imbalance and IGN on three modern communication system
techniques: CR, QSM, and NOMA. It was shown that I/Q imbalance has a dramatic impact
on the the system’s performance and this impact increases with larger signal constellations.
Traditional QSM shows very poor performance against I/Q imbalance. On the other hand,
the performance of NOMA systems depends of the power allocation factor, the channel
conditions, and the accuracy of the SIC. In addition, it was shown that exploiting the
improperness characteristics of the AWGN can enhance the BER performance.
Receiver designs that can mitigate the effects of I/Q imbalance and exploit the im-
properness characteristics of the noise were proposed and analyzed. Closed forms of APEP
and upper bounds for the ABER, alongside asymptotic formulas were derived for all re-
ceivers. All analytical results are verified by Monte Carlo simulations. In addition, exact
FIM and CRLB matrices were also calculated, proving that if the noise at the SRx is PGN,
then the CRLB elements are equal and uncorrelated even if the I/Q imbalance changes the
noise behavior from proper to improper.
We calculated the APEP expressions considering the Beckmann channel model, which
assumes a channel with arbitrary means and variances for its correlated real and imaginary
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parts. This leads to a more general fading channel model, where most other well-known
models can be considered as special cases. To obtain fair comparisons about the effects of
channel models, we addressed different channel models where each channel has the same
average power (Ω) in part of our analysis. Under this condition, different communications
systems demonstrated different behaviours.
6.2 Future Work
There are still several issues related to the I/Q imbalance problem for the discussed commu-
nication systems, and the proposed solutions in this work constitute a favorable platform
for several future extensions. The CR and NOMA systems can be extended to a MIMO
model and the channel models of all the discussed communication systems can be extended
to correlated channel models. Moreover, less complex receivers can be proposed for the
QSM and NOMA systems, and the proposed NOMA solution can be extended to the gen-
eral case of M users. Improper Gaussian signalling to optimize the system performance in
the presence of the I/Q imbalance can also be addressed.
This thesis used a single carrier model, another possible direction is multi-carrier OFDMA
systems. In addition, other fading models, such as frequency and time selective fading
channels can be tackled when the studied system is under the effects of I/Q imbalance and
IGN. Cell-free massive MIMO is a promising wireless technology. It helps to reduce the
cost and energy consumption of wireless networks. Intelligent reflecting surface (IRS) has
also recently been also proposed as a promising new wireless technology to realize spectral,
energy, and cost efficient wireless communication. However, the impact of HWIs on cell-free
massive MIMO and IRS is still an active research area that needs to be pursued.
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Proofs of CRN Chapter
A.1 Proof of the result in 3.30

































As mentioned, the proposed filter multiplies the received signal y and its conjugate y∗ by
the scaling factors w1 and w2 respectively. The result of this scaling can be given as
Y = w1 × y + w2 × y∗
= {w1(K1hG1 +K2h∗G∗2) + w2(K∗1h∗G∗2 +K∗2hG1)}
√
Exi
+ {w1(K1hG2 +K2h∗G∗1) + w2(K∗1h∗G∗1 +K∗2hG2)}
√
Ex∗i
+ {w1(K1G1xi +K1G2x∗i ) + w2(K∗2G2x∗i +K∗2G1xi)}
√
Ee










In order to cancel the I/Q imbalance and get the transmitted symbol
√
Exi, the proposed
filter matches the resulting signal Y with the transmitted signal
√
Exi. Consequently, the















2hG2) = 0. (A.4)








where α = K1hG1 + K2h
∗G∗2, and β = K1hG2 + K2h
∗G∗1. Substituting w1 and w2 values
in (A.2) ends up with
Y =
√









where, Ω1 = w1K1 +w2K
∗
2 , Ω2 = w1K2 +w2K
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It can be seen that, ZIi and Z
Q













i } is given by
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Finally, the received signal Y can be written as
Y =
√
Exi + Zi, (A.12)






























































It can be seen that, ZIi and Z
Q












i } is given by
E{ZIi Z
Q































Finally, the received signal Y can be written as
Y =
√
Exi + Zi, (A.16)
Te results in (A.12) and (A.12) which conclude the proof.
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A.2 Proof of the result in 3.42






























EDhQ) + uI + juQ, (A.18)
where, A = QI1 + Q
I








1 , and D = Q
I
1 − QI2. Noting that
u is an improper Gaussian noise with uI ∼ N (0, σ2nI ), and u































































where NP is the number of samples, and θ = [h
I hQ]T . Based on that, the log likelihood
function can be written as























































































































































































which concludes the proof.
A.3 Proof of the result in 3.46
To complete this poof, the values of A, B, C, and D need to be simplified. From Section


















Based on (A.27), KI1 +K
I












2 = 0. Consequently,
A, B, C, and D are given by:
A = xIi − x
Q
i ξt sin βt,
B = −xQi ξt cos βt,
C = xQi ξrξt cos βr cos βt + x
Q
i ξrξt sin βr sin βt − xIi ξr sin βr,
D = xIi ξr cos βr + x
Q
i ξrξt sin βr cos βt − x
Q
i ξrξt cos βr sin βt, (A.28)
Noting that σ2uI =
σ2n
2





and 1 − Ψ2 = cos(βr)2, and after some mathematical
simplifications, it can be proven that











I(hI ,hQ) = 0 (A.29)
which concludes the proof.
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Appendix B
Proofs of QSM Chapter
B.1 Proof of the result in 4.5




2 and Kd = K
I
1 −KI2 , and noting that KI1 +KI2 = 1 and
KQ1 −K
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B.2 Proof of the result in 4.50
The exact FIM) at each SSK reciver can be given as
I(θ)(θ) =
 I(hI) I(hI ,hQ)
I(hI ,hQ) I(hQ)
 . (B.6)




. From (4.41), the joint likelihood


































where NP is the number of training pilots. Consequently, the log-likelihood can be written
as










































































In the same way, I(hI ,hQ) = I(hQ,hI) is obtained from








Combining (B.12), (B.13), and (B.14), the FIM can be given as
I(θ)(θ) =






Consequently, CRLB matrix can be obtained by finding
(
I(θ)(θ)
)−1
as
CRLB =
 σ2INpE σIσQρNpE
σIσQρ
NpE
σ2Q
NpE
 . (B.16)
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